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Foreword 

I have come some time ago to a realization and hence did I undertake to make some 

contributions to the acceleration of the building of our new Civilization. This 

realization is that our world is not only filled with ignorance but also with enough 

intellectual and spiritual laziness, to the point where hoping that the awakening 

could take root through the relatively difficult and discouraging route of searching for 

the truth through reading of books within which these pieces of truth are 

disseminated, is an almost impossible task on this Earth. 

These tid-bits being the puzzle pieces that every being is led to piece together in order 

to reach a clearly descriptive picture of the reality of the underlying facts, it appeared 

to me of high necessity to put forth a summary-synthesis likely to represent a 

worthwhile quick road for those of us who by this means could be led to have enough 

interest to embark onto general searching.  

All in all, a well-organized and informed minority must emerge to lead the masses into 

the Divine Light of spiritual awakening.  

So be it done through this small contribution offered in love. 
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Introduction 

The primary objective of the content herein is to assist enlighten the reader in general 

and especially the believers of all denominational backgrounds in search of the 

historical truth in relation to the Biblical accounts as presented and falsified over time 

in the various updated versions, and of which the faithful are not aware, for a 

conspiratorial purpose of debilitating brainwashing. 

To know this is to be able to break away from its shackles. Truth and Only Truth will 

set you free, but solely if recognized, accepted and embodied. 

Here in the presentation below are excerpts from the Phoenix Journals, which are a 

series of Journals communicated under the authority of Creator God ATON that allow 

Man as a whole to discern the truth of the age-old lie perpetrated against Earth 

civilization as a whole, if he so chooses. 

The desire is to see a humanity, ours, abused, rise up in and by the Divine Light to 

definitively and irrevocably change its path. 

A reading with an open mind is highly recommended. 
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PAUL (SAUL OF TARSUS) 

Always comes the question, when speaking on these matters, of "Paul wrote thus and 

so and so on and on and on". I say so what? Paul was not a Christ follower--EVER. 

YOU MAY HAVE BEEN LED TO BELIEVE THAT HE WAS "CONVERTED" OR 

"BORN AGAIN"--NAY, NAY, NAY! NEVER! 

Paul was a Pharisee and one in authority in that anti-Christ legal jurisdiction. He 

stated that he was an "Israelite" of the Tribe of Benjamin (Phillipians 3-5). This has to 

be false since the term of a nation of "Israel" is a most recent term, indeed. There WAS 

no "Israel and I defy anyone to show me otherwise for there simply WAS NO SUCH 

PLACE OR NATION. But, even taking the false term under "assumption", he was not, 

therefore a "Jew", for he was a Galilean, not a Judean. If you keep attending those 

churches which teach you that all the "good guys" in the Bible are "Jews" (whether 

they actually be good or bad) you will be even more and forever confused. 

Want to know what else is TAUGHT? That "except for Judas" (which is error 

compounded at any speaking), not one of Jesus’ disciples were "Jews" even in the loose 

term applied by late creators of the term. They all were Galileans and mostly 

Benjamites, hence not Judeans. Judah Iharioth (not "Iscariot") who betrayed 

Emmanuel (Jesus) was the son of a "Jew" publican who was trained in the ways of 

money acquisition, etc. He betrayed the young Teacher and in the same instance took 

the shelter behind the blaming of another who was the only REAL FRIEND OF THE 

JUDEAN, EMMANUEL. 

THE "JEWS" WERE, AND ARE, PHARISEES. EMMANUEL WAS A SON OF THE 

TRIBE OF JUDAH BUT RAISED A GALILEAN. PAUL NEVER TURNED INTO THE 

PATH OF THE YOUNG CHRIST BUT SPREAD HIS OWN HALF-TRUTHS ABOUT 

THE NATIONS IN WHICH HE TRAVELED. I SUGGEST THAT ALL BIBLICAL 

SCHOLARS FACE THE FACTS AS THEY ARE--YOU CANNOT JUSTIFY THE 

TRUTH AND THE FANTASY, NO MATTER HOW YOU INTERPRET THE 

MESSAGES--THEY ARE NOT FACTUAL! 

******* 

Firstly, I will give you some historical data regarding this information and some more 

current attitudes. Leaders, especially the so called "church" "cults" will be troubled, 

however, ye cannot decipher thy Holy Books because they are unreasonable and filled 

with misinformation. What I shall bring unto thee is not only "truth", it is most 

sensible. You ones will stop placing limits upon God, or ye shall perish in thy 

ignorance and foolishness. There is no worse self penalty than that of leading thy 

brother into foolishness which costs him his life.  
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The document to follow is translated from scrolls which were brought forth in thy 

year nineteen hundred plus sixty three by a Catholic priest of Greek heritage. The 

writings were recorded, mostly at my side. The scrolls were preserved as well as was 

possible at that time and hidden beneath flat stones within the tomb in which I was 

placed. The priest will remain without name in protection of any heirs remaining from 

his household lineage. These daring few are not of thy United States of America and 

families are even more in jeopardy in the part of the world in which they resided or 

now reside. He requested security and secrecy at the time of bringing them forth and 

we shall continue to honor that request until such time all is in safety.  

Judas Iscarioth was a beloved disciple of myself. He has been falsely deprecated as the 

betrayer of myself for lo, these two thousand years, although this precious one was not 

connected in any way with the betrayal. The heinous deed of betrayal was actually 

executed by one of the house of IHARIOTH--JUDA.  

The still reigning orthodox and conservative clergy and their misled followers may 

well try to deny, destroy, and accuse as untrue, the text which will be presented, with 

all possible means, just as they have with many other documents which testified to 

the actual truth (reference to the books of HENOCH and JEZIHRA, etc). Never 

heard of them? Of course ye have not--but if ye dig ye shall find of them, for they have 

been purposely preserved in duplication for the originals have been destroyed that you 

never hear of them. These aforementioned books were originally placed within the 

covers of the Holy Bible of which ye daily, then removed intentionally for they were 

"too truthful". This was done intentionally to preserve the threatened, misleading, 

false teachings as presented by Earth doctrine hierarchy.  

Every effort will be put forth to pull this document from publication and circulation--

news flash--IT WILL NOT WORK THIS TIME.  

Pressure has been placed upon the first editor of the text from many facets, and he has 

been persecuted and fears assassination fulfillment as three major attempts at such in 

the year, 1975, were almost successful. This, even with witnesses present.  

Steps are long underway by police, authorities, prosecutors, judges and courts, as well 

as a media defamation of character on a wide scale basis, to destroy this material. Of 

course it cannot succeed in nor harm the truth of the text in one iota. The cunning 

agents charged with this assignment shall most certainly proceed with utmost caution 

and skill, and with much intrigue in order that the text will be denounced, regarded as 

a lie and destroyed, as was also the case after the publication of other texts: THE 

ORIGINAL, HOWEVER, WERE, AND ARE, INCLUDED IN THE VATICAN'S 

LIBRARY IN ROME. SO BE IT.  
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[YE HAVE JUST HAD THE SHROUD OF TURIN REJECTED AS UNTRUTH---

AH, SO? IT WAS IN THE SAME TOMB WITHIN WHICH THE SCROLLS 

HEREIN WRITTEN WERE ALSO PRESERVED AND PRESENTED! AT ONE 

AND THE SAME TIME! ]  

NOW, HOW DO YE THINK THOSE THINGS GOT THERE IN THE FIRST 

PLACE AND FOUND AFTER ALMOST 2,000 YEARS? BECAUSE YE ARE 

MOVING INTO THE FINAL STAGES OF THY REVELATIONS' PROPHECIES! 

THE WORLD WILL COME INTO TRUTH, FRIENDS, THE WORLD WILL 

COME INTO TRUTH. 

 

REAL OR FANTASY? 

What is "real" and what is "fantasy"? For ye ones who have made most serious and 

open inquisition, I can only ask you in return--is Christ real? Was Jesus real? Is St. 

Germain real? Was he a figment of Ballards’ imaginations? Is there an Angel Gabriel, 

Michael, Raphael....? Was there a Buddah? What about Mohammad? If these ones are 

"real" then so must Satan be "real". Perhaps you must look from the other side of 

existence to understand. If you could truly understand that you in existence at this 

moment are thought forms--illusion manifestations, then you could easily understand 

that God creator within self creates and manifests. The energy source and force is 

available to all ones and through higher being recognition a "thing" or "being" is 

manifested. It is far easier to "believe" in evil than in goodness for there is so much 

more of it. The Satanic energy is allowed to literally take over a body and energy field 

in the human being--sometimes also within animals of lower forms if it suits his 

purpose. 

These are energy forms (souls) which have been displaced from their original 

placement within the heavens and they must seek dwelling and experience. They seek 

it and find it within man. Oh yes, indeed, demonic possession is most real indeed. 

Further, at Satanic rituals these demonic energies manifest into quite visible format. 

They, however, do not commit of the evil "ACT"; they can only influence the accepting 

entity to act in their behalf. 

These evil demonic energies are actually quite distressed at this time for many humans 

have gone beyond that which is acceptable unto Satan. When man is teaching Satan 

some lessons in evil, you are in real bad trouble! 

THERE IS NO HUMAN, PHYSICAL MANNER IN WHICH TO "FIGHT". THIS 

TREND IN WICKEDNESS FOR IT IS AN ENERGY FORM AND IT MUST BE 

DEALT WITH AT THAT SAME LEVEL. If it is attacking at the subconscious level 

then it can be brought forth and forced to depart in most instances. If, however, it is 
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full-blown possession, even death of the human only intensifies intent of the evil 

energy. This is one major reason it is most foolish to murder a truly vile evil criminal. 

That energy will cycle back almost immediately and in some instances does not even 

await the birth of a babe. Satanic energy will take over any vulnerable inhabitant--the 

higher in power and politics, the better targeted. It then returns to spread even more 

and greater evil. 

These evil energy forms have grown into the vilest and continue to cycle through and 

through anyone available and open for they have already separated from the God 

source and their full intent is to wreck havoc within the universal order--through the 

human format. 

 

SATAN'S BEGINNING 

Do not be misled into thinking Satan DOES NOT exist for evil energy most surely 

does exist and you are not sophisticated enough to separate the two. If you were in 

control of that in-depth knowledge you would not be inquiring as to the validity of a 

Satan! 

Let me repeat of my previously told story unto mine ones. In the beginning Satan was 

God's second-in-command, chief among all His angels, the beautiful and beloved 

Lucifer. The service IT performed in God's behalf was to enhance the spiritual growth 

of human beings through the use of testing and temptation--just as you test your own 

children in school so as to enhance their growth. Satan, therefore was primarily a 

teacher of mankind, which is why it was called Lucifer, "THE LIGHT BEARER". 

The original meaning of the words "Satan" and "devil" were not synonymous, as they 

are used today. The terms "devil" and "diabolic" come from the Greek verb diabalein, 

meaning simply "to oppose". The word "Satan" commonly meant "adversary". In your 

bible, God Himself supposedly stated that He was proceeding "Balaam" as a Satan. 

Seeing the necessity for mankind to be tested and tempted by something in opposition 

to His own will, God delegated this oppositional (diabolic and adversarial-satanic) 

function to the chief of His archangels. AND YOU HAD BETTER BELIEVE THIS 

BROTHER OF MINE HAS THE POWER AND THE ABILITY TO PULL OFF HIS 

JOB IN PERFECTION! 

Just as it is most difficult to gain your acceptance that my name was not that of 

"Jesus", for my name was Jmmanuel. Saul (Paul) of Tarsus, in teaching after my 

departure from the Holy Lands, went about the country and throughout the Greek 

and Roman empires and referred to the Christ energy, Jmmanuel Esu, as "Jesus", or, 

"THE ANOINTED ONE". That was Paul's assumption, for I was never "THE 

ANOINTED ONE" for that truly has no meaning in the hierarchy of the higher 
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dimensional heavenly realm. It is simply a Greek definition which has lingered for over 

2,000 years. 

Just as I had to experience and grow in the Heavenly Realms to the "rank" of Sananda, 

so, too, did Lucifer have to grow in the physical realm to the level of "Evil"--the higher 

dimensional term could mean nothing to you as definition.  

"Christ" is "TOTAL LIGHT”, "Satan" is "TOTAL DARKNESS" or "devoid of light". IF 

ONE EXISTS THE OTHER MUST ALSO EXIST, FOR THERE CANNOT BE ONE 

WITHOUT THE OTHER IN THIS THIRD DIMENSIONAL EXPERIENCE. As you 

progress through the dimensions you will finally achieve a level of either total light or 

the void of total absence of light. THE CHOICE IS LEFT TO INDIVIDUAL MAN, 

AND YOU ARE GIVEN INFINITE ETERNITY IN WHICH TO FINALIZE YOUR 

CHOICES. YOU ARE FACED WITH A MAGNIFICENT CHOICE RIGHT NOW 

UPON YOUR EARTH PLANE. SO FAR IT APPEARS Satan IS OUT FRONT IN THE 

RACE--BUT "THIS" IS HIS DOMAIN. EARTH AND HUMAN PHYSICAL 

EXISTENCE IS TRULY NOT THE DOMAIN OF GOD NOR CHRIST. 

WHEN THINGS BECOME SO UNBALANCED WITHIN A SEGMENT OF 

UNIVERSAL EXISTENCE (CREATION) THAT ANNIHILATION OF A SPECIES 

AND CREATED PLANET IS DESTINED, THE CREATION DEMANDS 

REBALANCING AND THINGS BEGIN TO HAPPEN INSTANTLY TOWARD THAT 

END. IT IS NOT MYSTICAL, IT IS MOST PRACTICAL, INDEED. 

IT ALWAYS OCCURS ON THE HUMAN INFESTED PLANETS AND 

ULTIMATELY GOD CREATOR SENDS HIS HOSTS AND CHRIST LIGHT TO 

STOP THE HORDES OF EVIL, THE DARK BROTHERHOOD OF SATAN. 

FIRST, THE TEACHERS OF LIGHT AND WORKERS WHO HAVE BEEN SENT 

FORTH ARE REMOVED, IF SUITABLE. SOME, OF COURSE, REMAIN TO 

MAINTAIN PASSAGE IN SAFETY FOR ONES OF THE LIGHT. THEN 

ULTIMATELY THERE IS A MOST MAGNIFICENT CONFRONTATION OF THE 

ENERGY FORCES OF THE CHRIST AND OF Satan. Satan LIKES THE 

PLAYGROUND AND EFFORTS AT BUILDING HIS FORCES ENOUGH TO 

PREVAIL--HE NEVER DOES BUT HE NEVER CEASES IN HIS EFFORTS. THE 

UNLEASHING OF THAT MIGHTY ENERGY EXCHANGE IS UNTHINKABLE, MY 

BROTHERS, BUT YOU ARE GOING TO WITNESS IT FOR NO MAN SHALL 

GRADUATE UNTIL YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED IT. WHAT LEVEL OF 

EDUCATION YOU GRADUATE INTO IS STRICTLY UP TO YOU TO CHOOSE--

PROGRESSION OR REGRESSION. SO BE IT. 

******* 
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God has given you reason with which to discern; I request that you use it most 

diligently. 

"Jesus" of your Bible was labelled by Paul in the Greek tradition; it means The 

Anointed One. It was not the name given unto the babe two thousand years ago. They 

called his name Jmmanuel (Immanuel) and Esu--often pronounced Esa, Iisa, Iesa, Isus, 

etc. Do not make an error in not believing this journal to be at his giving forth. He has 

come to bring again the truth unto a hungry land in transition. I can only suggest that 

you study all of the prior information brought forth. 

Sananda is the honor term given unto a Christed One who has attained his perfection. 

It is the "new name" referred to in your Holy Books of whichever doctrine. Sananda is 

in command of this Earth transition and is the one who shall stand forth in your behalf 

at that which you refer to as Armageddon. 

He has seen to the preparation of a placement for all energies and we of the 

Commands have carried forth our orders in perfection--there is a place for each within 

the silver craft and into mother ships and on into your higher destinations. We are 

ready, most willing and quite able--are you? 

Please place an image of Sananda Jmmanuel adjacent to this writing. Man must come 

to recognize his caller and teacher. Thank you for your kind attention. You who tend 

of these words, I salute you. 

Commander Georgos Ceres Hatonn 
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Sananda 

 

This reproduction is from an actual photograph taken on June 1st 1961 in Chichen Itza Yucatan by one 

of thirty archaeologists working in the area at the time Sananda appeared in visible tangible body and 

permitted His photograph to be taken. 
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REVELATION 

For you ones who bear the burden of explaining and projecting the revelations and 

presenting the prophecies--we honor you. Since the prophecies presented by the 

accepted Christ unto John in Revelation are your basic point of interest, we shall look 

at them in depth. Do not be lulled into drowsiness, however, for the same prophecies 

have come to all cultures in all placements in identical meaning even if words and 

expressions differ. 

The prophecies concerning wars and rumors of wars as well as those regarding the 

dominance of the world by the white race in the End Times are reiterated in even more 

detail by John in the last book of that which you ones call the Bible--Revelation. 

John was in prison in a place called Patmos, having been incarcerated there for 

preaching God's words and teachings. The Christos came to him in a vision and 

revealed to him what would happen in the End Times of this man-made system of 

things. The Christos came to several in differing ways to bring the vision that in these 

end times the Truth could be integrated and man would need open his eyes unto 

Truth. He would still be given the freedom to deny, but none-the-less he would be 

given Truth from both above and below--the outer and the inner. The "knowing" will 

not change of it. The "knowing" of Truth will give unto each his ability to choose his 

direction and offer Truth regarding the Divine Order of the Universe and The Creation 

and allow him to again come into balance with Father/Mother Source--nothing more 

and nothing less. No magic shall reverse the course for you waited and slept too long 

to allow the reversal of the ultimate translation. What you do now is determine your 

direction and alter the impact and pull yourselves back into Truth. 

The Christos, Jmmanuel, dictated seven letters to John to send to His various 

churches. The letters contain words of comfort and love as well as warnings against 

abandoning the True Path. The letters can be understood on at least two levels--from 

macro to micro: 1. the seven stages of the spiritual development of the church body 

and its history, and/or 2. the personal spiritual evolution of seekers of God. Jmmanuel 

tells God's seekers to have patience, perseverance, and not to be deceived by false 

prophets; to be faithful in service and love for the Lord, and not to be tempted by the 

cravings of the senses such as lust, greed and anger, and, finally, to wake up spiritually 

so as to not die in spiritual darkness. 

The last two of the letters were aimed at two opposite types of people. The first one is 

directed to those who have kept His Word and been faithful to Him. The Lord 

promised to keep the door to His Kingdom open for them, saying that no one would 

be able to shut it. He also promised to keep them from experiencing the coming 

tribulation and/or to give them the strength to endure it to the end so that they may 

become pillars of His True Church (body) of Love. 
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The second is aimed at those who have become totally apathetic toward God, being 

neither for or against His Laws and the Laws of The Creation, and thus they are "to be 

spewed out" by God for they fail to see that they are, in reality, "blind, wretched, 

pitiable, poor and naked". He admonishes them to return to doing good works in His 

Name so that they may be clothed in white linen, representing their good deeds, and 

to open their eyes to see God, to hear His knocking in their heart's door and to open 

that door and let Him enter in. In other words, the Lord is saying that in these times 

one must not be apathetic towards Father/Mother God and His Laws, lest one miss 

his/her opportunity to enter through the doorway--which is the doorway to Union 

with the Lord. This does not mean to run and dress yourself in white linen for that 

would be a lie--it is an example of inner purity and intent. The lesson is the same this 

day as in eons past. 

I am not going to quote the whole of REVELATION for any man can read of it in 

whatever language is your own. If you do not believe upon the one Jmmanuel--then 

read that which is written by Buddah or the old testament prophets for the intent and 

message is the same. Always Truth is the same. 

The error conies in not seeing and knowing the things which happen that fulfill the 

prophecies. 

 

APOCALYPSE 

There were the scrolls spoken of in the vision--with the many seals to be opened. The 

first four seals were described as the "Four Horsemen of Apocalypse". Basically they 

represent the international conflicts that are to, and have already started to, embroil 

the earth. As with the American Indians, the East Indians and Jmmanuel's prophecies, 

the trigger that starts the fateful ride of these four horsemen--who, on a macro level 

represent the bloodshed, death, destruction and economic chaos that wars bring--is 

the rise to power of the white race and their dominance over the Earth as a whole, 

subjugating native peoples worldwide, and exploiting the countries under their 

control. On a micro level, the four horsemen represent the world empires and/or 

political movements that would dominate the globe in the End Times. One 

explanation of these four horsemen is put forth upon your place somewhat as follows-

-well, it is quite sufficient as far as it goes and can represent a fair background as to 

clues, etc. for timing of events. 

It is put forth that the first rider on a white horse might represent the Western 

European powers that grew out of the old Roman Empire who "went out conquering 

and to conquer" and then colonized most of the world: Great Britain, France, and 

Spain being the principal colonizers. 
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The second rider on a red horse might well represent worldwide Communism or anti-

Godness in its true sense, which has indeed taken peace from the Earth, bringing 

anarchy, war and killing. Red is associated with Communism and the theory is valid 

in great extent but too much is placed upon the "play on words", etc. For example, the 

Russian Communists are not only responsible for the slaughter of their own people 

(30 million under Mr. Stalin, alone), but also for the massacres and suppression of 

Hungary in 1956, Czechoslovakia in 1968, and Poland and Afghanistan in 1980, not to 

mention the rest of the Eastern European countries that lie behind their Iron Curtain, 

as well as other countries around the world. The other Communist giant--Red China-

-not only massacred almost 50 million of their own people under Mao, but waged 

genocide against the Tibetan people and disrupted peace in the region by attacking 

India in the late 50s, occupying its territory to this day. Thus, this seal would seem to 

have been opened on their account. 

Well, what about the millions upon millions of people slain by your overzealous "so-

called Christians" in the Inquisition? Nay, brothers, do not believe you can cast off the 

blame upon any group. There are as many "TRUE 'CHRIST' CONSCIOUS PEOPLE" 

who proclaim to be Communists as there are in the "Free World". Do not mislead 

yourselves into the lie. 

What about that third horseman--economic chaos? I think we have pointed that 

subject out pretty well before. You are in the time of Chaos and it will increase to total 

collapse. 

And what of that fourth horse and rider--death! Needs very little example, I would 

surmise. AIDS alone shall take a third to a half of the world population. 

Dharma, before we speak more on these subjects, let us have respite for our days shall 

be long until we have written of these things and you will require interim rest periods. 

I am Hatonn to move to stand-by that I might clear of the frequency. 

 

CHANGE MY NAME? 

I have not changed of my name. Man changed of my label. My name was Emmanuel 

(often spelled Immanuel and Jmmanuel, meaning God is with us.) Matthew 2:20-

23"…For the child within her has been conceived by the Holy Spirit. And she will have 

a Son, and you shall name him Jesus (meaning 'Savior'), for he will save his people 

from their sins. This will fulfill God's message through his prophets --- ‘Listen! The 

virgin shall conceive a child! She shall give birth to a Son, and he shall be called 

"Emmanuel" (meaning "God is with us)".  
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My name was not Jesus for Saul of Tarsus (he changed his name to Paul to cast off the 

old recognition as Saul who was the worst persecutor of the followers of truth) gave 

of me that label from his travels and the Greek translation of (the anointed one). My 

name was Esu Emmanuel. Actually it was not even spelled nor pronounced in any way 

which you would recognize in your English.  

My Egyptian name was Sananda albeit it was incorrect for the time in which they 

affixed it unto me. "Sananda", just as "Christ", designates a "category or a definition". I 

was not often called Esa and "Master" Esa (pronounced ee-sah) for the term "master" 

(in Hebrew would mean naught to you) designated youth of maleness. As I grew in 

knowledge and earned my respect, I was called "Master" as in the terminology of a 

"Master teacher". I was actually known as a "Master Cohan" (head-teacher). I came 

upon your placement in embodiment as a "way shower" and to allow you to come into 

knowledge that there is no "death"--there is life eternal. You see, man has been 

distorting truth since the beginning of records.  

Now I shall tell you exactly who I am and why my name is Sananda, for "Sananda" 

means "The Word of God, One with God, Lord of Lords and King of Kings". A bit filled 

with frills and I care naught except for the one which proclaims "ONE WITH GOD’; 

God being "ATON" -- THE "ONE" SOURCE, THE "ONE" LIGHT --- CREATOR AND 

ONE WITH CREATION.  

The Revelation, 19:11-16. "Then I saw heaven opened and a white horse standing there; 

and the one sitting on the horse was named ‘Faithful and True’---the one who justly 

punishes and makes war. His eyes were like flames, and on his head were many 

crowns. A name was written on his forehead and only he knew its meaning. He was clothed with 

garments dipped in blood, and his title was 'THE WORD OF GOD'".  

I AM SANANDA AND I BRING THE WORD 

******* 

CHRIST: The ideal truth that comes as a divine manifestation of God to destroy 

incarnate error; an ideal type of humanity, also meaning "to anoint or, anointed"; also 

referring to messiah.  

Mr. Hackett, I am sure that you "think" you understand your statement, "You have 

attached the Christ name in a sort of loose association". The "label" Christ, as in 

"Christ Jesus" was also given unto me after I passed from association with ones who 

later proclaimed in my name.  

I never placed pen to paper nor tool to stone nor dye to scroll. All words were written 

in your Bible (book) some 300 to 500 years after my departure. I said I was the 

"Messiah" with full meaning of "Son of Man" also "loosely" used interchangeably with 
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"Son of God", which in exact definition of terminology is incorrect. "Messiah" defined 

as Son of Man and messenger of the Word of God. Matthew 26:63-64 "...Then the 

High Priest said to him, "I demand in the name of the living God that you tell us 

whether you claim to be the Messiah, the Son of God". "Yes", Jesus said, "I am. And in 

the future you will see me, the Messiah, sitting at the right hand of God and returning 

on the clouds of heaven".  

Matthew 27:11, "Now Jesus was standing before Pilate, the Roman governor. 'Are you 

the Jews' Messiah?' the governor asked him. 'Yes', Jesus replied". 

"Christ" is a designation of state of being. AND BUT BY THE CHRISTED PATH 

SHALL YE COME INTO THE KINGDOM OF GOD. SO BE IT! I came to show the 

Christed way---THE PATHSHOWER. Ye men of Earth pronounced me to be "THE 

ANOINTED ONE"--"THE CHRIST JESUS"--I came forth as Messiah Emmanuel, later 

to grow in my perfection to "SANANDA"--ONE WITH GOD; THE WORD! AT THE 

TIME OF THIS RETURN INTO YOUR PRESENCE I COME AS SANANDA TO RECLAIM 

THE KINGDOM OF GOD AND BRING CREATOR'S CHILDREN HOME UNTO THE 

LIGHTED PLACEMENT---I DO NOT COME THIS TIME AS AN EMBODIED CHRISTOS 

MESSENGER. I COME AS LORD OF LORD AND KING OF KINGS TO BRING YOU HOME, 

YE WHO WOULD TAKE OF MY HAND AND WALK WITH ME.  

You say, "Your revelations about the Bible are interesting, yet I must wonder why, 

with all your power, did you not insure these supposed truths were contained within 

the greatest book ever written and distributed thousands of years ago".  

WHO has judged the Bible to be the greatest book ever written and distributed? You 

have equally as many on your planet who would disclaim that designation. Why 

would I not interfere? For the same reason that you would pen foolishness in your 

letter. Force is not of God and God gave Earth "hu-man" free-will choice. He further 

gave him commandments and Laws of Creation by which to abide. At the same time 

you shout denouncement of my beingness, you contradict yourself in that you would 

have me "force" upon you something or other. WHAT IS THE MATTER WITH 

YOUR SETTING THINGS TO CORRECT, MR. HACKETT? GOD DWELLS 

WITHIN THE TEMPLE WHICH IS "YOU"; YOU ARE A BLESSED FRAGMENT OF 

GOD--WHY HAVE "YOU" NOT SET THINGS TO RIGHT? WE OF THE LIGHTED 

BROTHERHOOD COME NOW AND YOU DENOUNCE US IN OUR EFFORTS TO 

SET THINGS TO CORRECT. "YOU" ARE NOT BEING COERCED BY US--YOU 

ARE MOST FREE TO NOT READ OF ANYTHING, INCLUDING THE 2000 YEAR 

OLD BIBLE. IF YOU BELIEVE NOT IN MY PRESENCE---WHY DO YOU SPEND SO 

MUCH TIME TO DENOUNCE ME? THAT SIR, IS THE PRIMARY METHOD OF 

EVIL.  
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GOD IS LOVE; HE ALLOWS YOU TO TAKE OF THAT WHICH YOU WILL AND 

SET ASIDE THAT WHICH YOU CHOOSE. HE DOES NOT DENOUNCE NOR 

INSULT OF YOUR OPINIONS, ALBEIT WRONG. IF YOU CHOOSE NOT TO 

READ OF THE AVAILABLE MATERIALS OF TRUTH THEN SO BE IT. "IF THE 

DOG BE DEAD, WHY DO YOU CONTINUE TO KICK IT?"  

No, I did not come to Earth to "INSURE" truth. I came to bring truth to a world in very 

bad condition indeed, to a world headed directly for these current times of destruction 

and to warn you. That sir, was what my message was, unto you ones---to remind you 

of the Commandments of God and the Laws of Creation and remind you that if you 

did not change of your path and actions, you would face the consequences spelled out 

throughout the old Testament and the new. I come forth now--not to "insure" truth 

but only to remind you of truth, for the hour glass lies upon its side having emptied of 

the sands. I come now not as the Messiah as such to be the bringer of the Word---I 

come now as Sananda to bring you home or allow you to go your way of the sorting.  

I came as Emmanuel to FULFILL the prophecies as you recognize them from the "Old 

Testament". I come forth now as Sananda to FULFILL the prophecies of the NEW 

TESTAMENT.  

"Were Mark, Matthew, Luke and John fiction writers?" No, but the men who 

translated their careful myths were and are. For instance, beloved Mark did not 

witness with the one you call Jesus as such. He later took the stories as told by Peter 

and put them to script. All of the gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John were 

"chosen" by a German "scholar" from some twenty eight "gospels" which were known--

there are yet dozens which are to be "discovered" and you will find the truth is not 

that of which was placed within the covers of your "Good-Book", just as with the 

gospel of Judas Iscarioth.  

I am choosing to utilize words from the Book called Matthew simply because it is first 

in sequence of your "gospels". Because the content of your "Good-Book" bears errors 

does not diminish that "truth" which is borne within and I am glad that you are "glad" I 

am here to clear up this misinformation--for I realize you would never have thought 

that Judas was a Saint. As a matter of fact "Saint" is a word and work of man --- not a 

label of God for God says "you are of Myself--therefore you are of that which I AM"--a 

great big whopping difference! 

******* 

I shall quote the portion of John's letter to which this response pertains:  

"...In the book called AND TIIEY CALLED HIS NAME JMMANUEL I found, to my 

great surprise, the assertion that Beloved Jesus was supposed to have left the tomb 

(after being nurtured physically) thru a secret entrance on the 3rd day after 
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crucifixion and later went to India with His Mother Mary and Judas Iscarioth, 

married, had a family & lived beyond 100 years of age and was buried. This is quite 

contrary to what we have received from Beloved Jesus & Saint Germain for we have 

been told in the "I AM" activity that Jesus was assisted by the Great Divine Director in 

the tomb where the physical body was returned to the Universal by the Sacred Fire 

(Violet Flame) and Beloved Jesus stepped forth in His Higher Mental Body. He said to 

Beloved Mary, ''Touch me not for I Am not yet ascended to my Father".  

He moved amongst His Disciples for 40 days & then ascended at noon hour on the 

Hill of Bethany before 500 people. The account given by Judas Iscarioth is quite 

contradictory to this.  

The "I Am" activity is wholly valid in the instruction given.  

The account given by Judas Iscarioth is very, very, very difficult for me to accept.  

* * * 

Please hold an open mind long enough to hear me out before pre-judgment of the 

statements I shall make herein.  

Firstly, you "assume" the instructions of the "I Am" Activity to be valid. This statement 

does not mean I disagree with that perception but you must realize, John, that errors 

are made as years go by according to the ability of ones receiving information to 

understand.  

Secondly, you must hold in your heart the level of progression on the scale of seven 

which I just gave unto you. Judas Iscarioth was writing his teachings and HIS 

perceptions at the time of the experience.  

I ask you to recall that which I have asked of you before, understand that the higher 

beings of Celestial realms must give that which can be accepted and perceived in the 

growth level of the receivers.  

Would the "I Am" Activity or any other belief system have been able to even establish 

itself if Germain came forth and said--"all over, friends, life as you perceive it is just an 

illusion---a thoughtform of God and good-day"?  

I am most relieved that the question put forth is one which is easily answered for it 

only "appears" to be contradictory. There are some truths which are going to point up 

total lack of similarity in the Bibles. It will mesh a bit better with the Godfrey King 

projections, perhaps.  

The Christed Teacher, Immanuel (the one you call Jesus) was the Son of Man--God 

Among You. It is foolish indeed to believe that he was nailed to a cross and died, for 
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this Christed One had experienced in his lifestream unto perfection in his higher 

Celestial state and was but experiencing in your density to bring the peoples back 

into the truth of God and The Creation.  

In his human form he was betrayed, accused, condemned and crucified. On the cross 

he gave up his essence unto God but the umbilical cord was not yet severed from the 

physical manifested flesh body.  

There is great confusion as to how the myth continued from that point and there are 

as many versions as there are ones to tell of it, including Germain.  

The young Master was brought down from the standard---a more horrendous and 

painful experience than the hanging and standing of the cross for there is no "easy" 

manner in which to remove a body from a cross. The God body (fine-material) 

remained in observation of the circumstance; the physical form was removed to a 

tomb.  

Three or so, of your days in counting, are required to perfect the higher separation 

much less the perfection of moving the physical density in a higher state of being to 

continue to house the etheric being. Of course it could have been done instantly but 

that would not have given man the experience and perception which he would need 

to carry from that point to this.  

His body was healed, refined, transformed and in fact, recreated. It would be 

necessary to be both visible and "touchable".  

I, Hatonn, do not have authority to state without error as to whether or not he walked 

among his disciples for 40 days or 39 or 41 or whether or not it was from the Hill of 

Bethany but I have no reason to believe otherwise for it would be most reasonable for 

his transportation from his perceived physical beingness into his total light body for 

he ascended into the light and became one with the light--well, I am sorry but under 

those circumstances Gabriel would have been right there with a beauteous craft to 

receive the ascended God-ness.  

Just as at the I AM reenactment you have Him move up into a tree---well, you can be 

pretty sure he did not move up into a tree on the Hill of Bethany. It was the gift of the 

knowledge of LIFE FOREVER and the truth that MAN CAN ASCEND IF HIS 

PERFECTION IS GREAT ENOUGH FOR "THAT WHICH I DO, SO YOU CAN 

ALSO DO AND GREATER".  

Now, what really bothers one is that all "perceived" the Christed One was both bodily 

dead and gone. It was most surely not time for mankind to experience his sudden 

reappearance--he would simply have been laid upon and a more heinous method of his 

destruction would have been conjured. He was therefore removed from the scene and 
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later the others were joined unto him for they had no perception of his placement 

elsewhere--although his Mother was informed of these things.  

Judas wrote what he could perceive and that which he witnessed--he could do not 

more. The scrolls were simply written in a time of poor technology and mass 

ignorance. It was a time of 'darkness" which brought the young teacher onto Earth in 

the first place. Before the great cycles, God always sends a Teacher, Messiah, Guide--

whatever you wish to label Him/Her,  

At the time of the Master in Galilee and the areas there-about, it was a time of 

superstition and wickedness. Women were stoned to death for prostitution by the 

very men who bedded her.  

Bless the ones who have nurtured you and have measured most carefully the size 

spoon from which you could began to be awakened and fed. First the babe must roll-

over, then wobble about like the lizard, then creep most tediously, then crawl, then 

toddle while clutching objects and fall, then toddle without support and finally not 

fall, then toddle a distance, and then finally walk--and if lessons go very well he learns 

to run slowly and then faster and faster--but he does not go from the wee cradle to the 

running track.  

You, as man, are still but awakening and you have been fed falseness from onset. You 

who are a bit advanced may even accept the concept that all is illusion but I see none 

who can fully comprehend the meaning of it.  

When the Christed Esu (Jesus) ascended into and within the LIGHT He could 

rightfully say it was "finished" for He had fulfilled his mission--He had not finished 

His work. He spent an interim of time in the God presence and was then sent again to 

finish of his remaining work upon the orb. His contribution is yet to be brought forth 

into the Light of Reality for it has been kept safely against the day of reckoning.  

You ones must truly grow above and beyond the limiting of God or ye shall not be in 

the understanding. To experience properly God must experience ALL. This wondrous 

man was able to transcend the universe and made preparation for against this very 

cycle of evolution. There was much to be done in preparation in a physical form upon 

your place.  

Wonders upon wonders are hidden within the kingdom of spirit. The visible universe 

with which the human being occupies himself consciously, is only a small pin spot 

within the marvelous, unlimited, spiritual existence of Creation. What is visible or 

perceptive to the physical eyes and comprehension of a human being represents only a 

dot in infinity. Do not get lost staring at the tree and miss of the wondrous forest.  
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You must look beyond the narrow restrictions, past the tree, beyond the forest, 

beyond the heavens for all the universe man sees and is told of, is only a simple one of 

many such, which must be counted in myriads, because there do exist universes inside 

of universes, universes opposite universes, universes above universes, universes below 

universes, and universes outside of universes, in this first cause, mighty, all-powerful 

intelligence existing with The Creation. And with this immense spirit, with these 

original forces of existence, of Creation, the spiritual intelligence of the human being 

is connected, because a fraction of this spiritual intelligence of The Creation lives in 

every human being as spirit, and ensouls him.  

It was such that the Christed Son of Man felt compelled to further experience in the 

physical manifestation to allow determination of how best to pull mankind back unto 

The Creation. At this time you still have no way to measure the total value of the 

physical human existence.  

I truly believe if you study the passages carefully and prayerfully, you will see very 

little difference in presentation--especially as presented by Germain. It is a bit more 

difficult coming out of the typical orthodox religions as referred to as "Christian".  

At the end of his full mission, the Master cast off the old of his body for he had now 

perfected his image into the etheric--again, I have no way to allow you to see for I have 

no example to project unto you. At the end of his journey he needed to leave the 

physical evidence--which shall be recovered in perfection for man could still not 

recognize the uselessness of it in higher projection. Whether it was the same body of 

flesh, or another, it matters not a whit. You must now look onward into the segments 

of higher creation and creating. If you do not cast off of the old you will miss the cue 

for the new.  

I feel as if perhaps I have muddled it quite enough. There is so much left to bring forth 

and out of its time it makes little sense. WE must hold tightly to the hand of the 

slowest among the awakened that we not lose them in the confusion and we are just 

about to move into subjects far too hard to accept and chew before the teeth are in 

place. Forgive me if this is not adequate but we shall be enlarging upon it all greatly.  

You ones must move on outside the narrow limits of a Christ, even, and into the 

exceptional perception of an entire CREATION. It is a wondrous time indeed, to be 

experiencing in the glorious format of human man. You walk in the challenge of 

challenges and I am honored to walk it with you and serve at this time of great 

transition.  

Dharma, let us close this now for the messages have been long and I wish not to 

clutter it more--I shall go with these truths that there might be greater understanding.  

In the Love which IS ALL, I move to stand-by.  
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Salu--the blessings of God surround you. I AM HATONN. 

 

MISSING LINKS 

For you ones who desire to clutch your limits of God unto self and project judgmental 

opinions, I wish to give you some food for your meditations instead of empty heads 

and reciting mantras.  

You rise up in arms and claim that AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL 

cannot be right for in Emmanuel Jesus' short life there was not time for great and 

lingering studies in India. And yet the shroud hidden away for almost 2,000 years 

clearly has the symbol written upon the forehead of the enshrouded flesh. That 

bloodstain bears the image of the Sanskrit word for God---Om. What would such a 

symbol be doing on the forehead of the "Christian" Messiah? Could it mean that you 

don't have all the story? Or, does it mean that YOU HAVE THE STORY BUT HAVE 

REJECTED IT?  

Why don't you do a little homework? You are going to find truth and missing portions 

with answers. There are some glaring holes in the story even if you totally discount 

AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL. What of this "Pale Prophet"? What of 

this wondrous illusion that showed up from time to time in the worst of times--in 

India, South America, North America, Asia, the Middle East, the Far East---and on the 

space ship Phoenix? What of this one that showed up in the nations of Russia?  

Look at a few empty note pages: Why was Jesus not married by an early age---it was 

Jewish custom to marry even at ages as young as 13 years. Your Bible says He was 

apprenticed to His father Joseph, the carpenter. Further, records indicate that Jesus 

was absent at the time of His father's death, which is said to have occurred around 

Jesus' 20th year. According to the Bible, John the Baptist did not recognize Jesus at 

first. It should also be remembered that John and Jesus were cousins, and their 

families lived fairly close to one another. If Jesus had spent all of His life in Nazareth, 

why, then, did John, his own cousin, not recognize Him? So, how come all these 

things? You ones who are fanatic in your Biblical belief---how many of you knew this 

tid-bit? It is in your Bible! How you can pronounce another's judgment when you fail 

your own testing?  

COULD IT BE THERE ARE QUITE A FEW THINGS THAT YOU DO NOT KNOW? 

WHERE ARE YOU GOING TO LEARN THEM THAT YOU MIGHT HAVE 

BALANCE AND KNOWLEDGE UPON WHICH TO BASE OPINION IF YOU 

REFUSE TO LOOK AT INFORMATION BECAUSE YOUR "PREACHER" OR 

"PRIEST/PRIESTESS" TELLS YOU NOT TO LOOK, LISTEN OR GO WITHIN AND 
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"FEEL"? THEY TELL YOU NOT TO INQUIRE AND SEE FOR THEY KNOW 

INNATELY THAT YOU WILL TURN AWAY FROM THEM AND THEIR 

BIGOTED, FANATICAL FALSENESS. YOU WILL ALWAYS FIND THE MARK OF 

THE BEAST COMING FORTH IN EFFORT TO KEEP YOU FROM "THE WORD". 

WE OF THE LIGHT INVITE YOU TO CLEAR YOUR SPACE, ASK FOR INSIGHT 

AND UNDERSTANDING--AND READ, SEE AND TOUCH IT ALL THAT YOU 

MIGHT KNOW TRUTH! 

 

WHAT OF LEGENDS? 

Many accounts of the travels of Jesus were a result of visions that man projected. But 

from where did these visions originate? They came from "The Book of God's 

Remembrance", or the "Akashic Records", "Akasha" being Sanskrit meaning "Primary 

substance", or the Spirit of God, as the origin of all things is God.  

There are, however, accounts of this "Christ's" travels that do not rely on visions. And 

if Jesus did travel through and about the lands would there not be folk legends or 

accounts of His travels and visits, or at least references to Him somewhere in those 

countries? The answer, of course, is emphatically--YES!  

The oldest reference to "Jesus" can be found in a set of Hindu scriptures called THE 

SHRIMAD BHAGAVATAM, which has been described as "the fruit of the Vedas and 

Upanishads" and "the embodiment of the Lord Himself" in this age--the Kali Age, the 

Age of Chaos, or End Times. THE SHRIMAD BHAGAVATAM is similar to the Judea-

Christian Bible in that it recounts the lives of great saints and sages as well as the 

teachings of the Lord Himself throughout the ages. It accurately chronicles historical 

events such as the creation of the universe and this world, and the Great Flood that 

covered the earth, the only difference being that this account of the flood is at least 

1000 years older than. the account of Noah found in the Bible! By golly, it appears that 

the energies of higher Source "pilfered" man's personal writings even back before 

"Creation".  

It also contains a section remarkably similar to the lines of kings and rulers found in 

Daniel of the Old Testament. Of course the kings and the duration of their rule 

mentioned here refers to India, but it is every bit as accurate, historically, as is Daniel's 

with regards to Middle Eastern rulers.  

The birth and life of the Lord as Shri Krishna (oh, ee-gads) is recounted as well as the 

prophecies and predictions that preceded His coming at that time. (I'm sorry, chelas, 

but you are going to get truth spread before you---it matters not what garbage you 

have been previously fed). Also prophesied is the birth of the Lord as the Buddha (oh, 

faint!) including the area in which the Lord would be born: "When Kali (the age of 
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chaos) sets in, He (the Lord) will be born in Magadha (North Bihar, India) as Buddha 

with a view to deluding the enemies of God". Lord Buddha was indeed born in 563 

B.C. in ancient Kapilavatthu, which lay in North Bihar, India--Sorry!  

There are other prophecies concerning the Lord's incarnation during the Kali Age. IT 

STATES THAT THE LORD WOULD COME AGAIN AND THAT THIS TIME HE 

WOULD BE FOLLOWED MOSTLY BY THE POOR AND FISHERMEN, AND THAT 

THE DEVOTEES WOULD BE THE ONES WHO WOULD INITIALLY SPREAD 

THE WORDS OF TRUTH:  

"People in that age (the age of Kali and the time of Christ's coming) turn out to be 

greedy, immoral and merciless, enter into hostility without cause and are unlucky and 

extremely covetous. (I would guess that is a pretty accurate description of the rulers 

at that time!) The Sudras (lower classes or poor laborers), fishermen, and the like take 

the lead. Ah yes, poor Simon Peter.  

It must be recalled that most of the very early followers of Jesus were the humble of 

lower classes as described by society standards. They flocked around Him for He gave 

them hope of a brighter future. It should also be remembered that Jesus' closest 

disciples were mostly fishermen, including Simon Peter, Andrew, James, and John, 

among others---poor weary Peter, always destined to be "fisher of men".  

Throughout the SHRIMAD BHAGAVATAM the word "Isa" is found. "Isa" means "God" or 

"Lord of Created Beings". It is interesting to note that the Moslems, who believe Jesus 

was a great prophet, call Him "Isa". Coincidence?  

The Buddha, too, foretold of the future incarnation of God on Earth. When He was 

about to leave this physical plane, His disciple tearfully said to Him, "Who shall teach 

us when thou art gone?" And Lord Buddha replied":  

"I am not the first Buddha (enlightened one--avatar--Son of God) who came upon 

earth, nor shall I be the last. In due time another Buddha will arise in the world, a Holy 

One, a supremely enlightened One, endowed with wisdom in conduct, auspicious, 

knowing the universe, an incomparable leader of men, a master of angels and mortals. 

He will reveal to you the same eternal truths which I have taught you. He will preach 

His religion, glorious in its origin, glorious at the climax, and glorious at the goal, in 

the spirit and in the letter. He will proclaim a religious life, wholly perfect and pure; 

such as I now proclaim".  

The disciple asked, "How shall we know Him?"  

And the Buddha said, "He will be known as Metteyya, which means 'He whose name 

is kindness and wonderful'."  
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Was He talking about Emmanuel Jesus (and his name shall be called "Wonderful")? 

Well, it is most interesting that Jesus has been described as the embodiment of 

compassion, kindness, and Divine Love. In artwork He is frequently shown pointing 

to His Sacred Heart--the symbol of kindness and Divine Love. This, coupled with the 

fact that His followers were to be fishermen, certainly gives some weight to the 

possibility that Lord Buddha was referring to Emmanuel, the Pale Prophet.  

EVEN THE BUDDHISTS RECOGNIZED THE ENTITY  

You who "would rather perish than be Buddhist" better harken up. After hearing Jesus 

speak, the Buddhist priests themselves recognized Jesus as being "The Holy One", the 

reincarnation of the Lord whose advent had been prophesied by Lord Buddha almost 

600 years earlier!  

"Now, Vidyapati, wisest of the Indian sages, chief of the Buddhist temple heard the 

Hebrew prophet, and he said,  

"You priests, hear me speak: We stand today upon a crest of time. Six times ago (six 

centuries ago) a master soul (Lord Buddha) was born who gave a glory Light to man, 

and now a master sage stands here in the temple ---  

''This Hebrew prophet is the rising star of wisdom, deified. He brings us a knowledge 

of the secret things of God; and all the world will hear His words, will heed His 

words, and glorify His name. You priests of the temple, stay! be still and listen when 

He speaks; He is the Living Oracle of God'. 

"And all the priests gave thanks, and praised the Buddha of Enlightenment ("Jesus" 

Emmanuel Christ)". 

 

WHAT ABOUT PAUL'S DISDAIN FOR WOMEN? 

Oh yes, if you read it you shall see that many things in the Bible are most interesting 

indeed. I have news for you--many of the letters attributed to St. Paul were, in fact, 

never written by Paul!  

The Bible has been translated about 1600 times, there have been ample opportunities 

to tamper with, delete and add a bit, here and there, to it; a fact that has been admitted 

to by theologians for centuries. The pseudo-Paulian letters, often had to do with 

church organization, rituals, dogmas, and doctrines. It is here that you see Paul's so-

called "disdain" for women where he says that women have to be subservient to men, 

that they have no right to speak, much less teach in the church and lays down the 

rules for allowing "widows" within "after they reach old age".  
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A scholar has no trouble sorting out these things. These teachings could not have 

come from Paul as, first, the style of writing is totally unlike Paul's; secondly, in 

several instances Paul directs certain male seekers to go to certain Christian women, 

such as Priscilla, for further instruction as these women were highly knowledgeable 

about God, and thirdly, and most important, St. Paul was a GNOSTIC; he had visions 

of God--he met Emmanuel after the crucifixion, on the road to Damascus which led to 

his conversion. In these visions, Paul saw the Oneness of all things in God, and even 

said, "In Christ, there is neither male or female". So neither sex could be viewed as 

superior or inferior to the other as you all ("we" all) are ultimately part of the One God!  

The Gnostics also taught that God created not "Adam", the man, first and Eve, the 

woman, second, but human beings of both sexes simultaneously. Indeed, the literal 

translation of the BOOK OF GENESIS in your HOLY BIBLE quite plainly states that 

God created "adham", the Hebrew word for "human being", NOT "'ish" or "Zakar", the 

Hebrew for the "male human being". There is even a question as to whether Eve was 

the first woman (oh yes, in your Bible), because of the references made to a woman 

named "Lilith" in many creation legends. In these legends, Lilith, the predecessor to 

Eve, demanded to be viewed as Adam's equal, and was therefore exiled from the 

Garden of Eden by Adam. Enter Eve and the apple, and soon, Adam himself was 

thrown out of Eden on his ear! Was it really Eve's fault, or simply Adam's own ego 

rebounding on him? Do you not see the humor in your fanatical perceptions? There is a 

tid-bit of humor that occasionally sweeps your land that says, "It was not the apple on 

the tree that Rot mankind into trouble--it was the pear (pair) on the ground that did 

you in!'  

Furthermore, the Hebrew word used for God in Genesis is "Elohim". This word has 

been translated as "God" or "He", but its roots are of both masculine and feminine 

origin, "Eloh"--the feminine singular for "goddess", and the masculine plural ending 

"im". Perhaps this was Moses' way of intimating the many-sided, all-encompassing 

aspects of God; i.e., that God is both masculine and feminine, singular and plural and 

One and above all of the categories and distinctions! Is it possible? 

 

WHAT OF MIRACLES? 

Earth man wants miracles by the bushel, proof by the pound and signs, signs, signs! So 

be It.  

The Lord as a child performed many miracles. Most of Emmanuel's childhood miracles 

have been taken out of the Bible and it is most sad indeed. But you can find records of 

them in other books, including one called THE LOST BOOKS OF THE BIBLE. Many 

of these miracles had to do with healings and the transformation of matter.  
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In several cases, the Lord, through His example, stressed the need for solitude and 

silence, which is why all of the "avatars" spent so much time in the forest. All were 

tested by the temptations of life--lust, power, greed--as with Jesus' forty days in the 

wilderness, but all came through the tests without a single fault. Lord Buddha's words 

to Mara, the temptress (what you nice people would call the "Devil") are strikingly 

similar to Jesus' during His forty-day fast. When tempted by Mara with food during 

His own fast, Lord Buddha said: "O thou friend of the indolent, thou wicked one; for 

what purpose hast thou come? Let the flesh waste away, if but the mind becomes 

more tranquil and attention more steadfast (so that it may better concentrate on the 

Lord)".  

Jesus said: "Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceeds from 

the mouth of God." Let it be understood, that neither can the human, unprepared and 

unlighted, live without bread and sustenance.  

Guru Nanak, too, was tested by the passions of evil, but said in response: "What does 

it matter if I become a king, and command mighty armies, and occupy a golden throne, 

and like the wind my commands encompass the earth? If exercise supernatural 

powers and can create wealth at a gesture, can appear and disappear at will and thus 

win popular respect, these delude fools only who have not Him in their hearts".  

Jesus Christ came from the tomb and raised up after some three days. This was 

actually from "death" but not as you ones can perceive it. Guru Nanak, too, was 

resurrected from the "dead" after three days. He had walked into a lake in front of 

many people and completely disappeared into it. His family and others searched for 

His body in vain. Three days later, He reappeared with a luminous glow around Him 

and pronounced the first principle of His faith.  

"There is but one God, Truth is His Name. Maker of all things, free of fear and hate, 

timeless, birthless, self-existent known by the grace of the Guru (meaning: Spiritual 

Teacher or Guide). Meditate on the True Name.  

"He who has arranged this play of the Universe, this material world, in various forms 

and hues, He shall never pass away. He enjoys the sight of His own, artistry, to His 

own Eternal Glory. He is the All-powerful, subject to no other command. He is the 

Lord of Lords, the King of Kings, all live under His will.  

"You are all wisdom, omniscient, deeper than the oceans. You are everywhere, 

wherever I look, there You are. Separated from you, like a fish I die. All acts are 

performed in His presence. He sees all.  

"You are near, You are far, You are All in All, You see, You hear, You create this 

Universe; what pleases You, that is the only right actions".  
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Now that we come back again unto labels, let me refresh you: ''Then I saw heaven 

opened and a white horse standing there; and the one sitting on the horse was named 

'Faithful and True'---the one who justly punishes and makes war. His eyes were like 

flames, and on his head were many crowns. A name was written on his forehead, 

and only he knew its meaning (brothers, the name was God, Sananda!). He was 

clothed with garments dipped in blood, and his "title" THE WORD OF GOD. The armies 

of heaven, dressed in finest linen, white and clean, followed him on white horses.  

"In his mouth he held a sharp sword to strike down the nations; he ruled them with an 

iron grip; and he trod the winepress of the fierceness of the wrath of Almighty God. 

On his robe and thigh was written this title: 'KING OF KINGS AND LORD OF LORDS'." 

So be it, chelas, for thy days are numbered upon thy place!  

As with the Lord Emmanuel, Guru Nanak and Lord Krishna (among others) 

disappeared from your earth without leaving any physical body behind. This was in 

great measure so that you blind little lambs would not worship a fleshly chunk of 

nothing but understand the life eternal. Oh how wondrous if you all could have but 

understood of the message.  

A Lord or God among you, can be recognized in many ways---but the same "ways" can 

also be "ways" of those who have simply purified themselves and come into 

knowledge. But a great spiritual teacher can be recognized by His or Her actions, and 

that He/She possesses divine powers. That one will have total control over the five 

functions of the body, speaking, eating, reproduction, elimination, and motion, over 

the five senses of taste, touch, smell, sight and hearing, and over the five elements of 

Nature as earth, air, water, fire, and ether. Great spiritual ones can often attain one or 

several of these powers or qualities--kalas--but only an avatar possesses them all, 

including the last and most important one--omniscience, or all-knowledge of the past, 

present, and future. True "avatars" are rare indeed, my friends, and a lot of you have 

been completely fooled by facades that hide the few unaccomplished feats of great 

spiritual teachers. Many "bodies" have been buried in the night and in the secret hours 

and places, to not blemish the concept of the credit of "avatar". Be not too gullible at 

the tales of ones ascending from hither and yon for it is most rare indeed and NO, I 

shall not enlarge upon that topic at this time. THESE ARE LESSONS TO CAUSE 

YOU TO STOP DIVIDING THE HOUSES OF GOD AND STOP CLINGING 

UNTO YOUR SPECIAL "AVATARS" AND DOCTRINES BUILT UPON OTHER 

THAN GOD. FOR AFTER ALL AVATAR IS GOD AMONG YOU!  

The powers given above are indeed totally natural and normal to an avatar and are 

used in a spontaneous manner; they are not the result of time and discipline, as is the 

case with ordinary human beings who "grow". An avatar is "born with these powers"; 

this is why the avatars are able to perform miracles as wee children. This does not 
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mean that they necessarily do so for most will not for their purpose is to relate to you 

as human and allow you to experience and know that what they can do, so can you. 

All of the miracles that each avatar performs are a result of their inborn, natural 

powers and are never used in carelessness.  

Hatonn to stand-by.  

 

PERVERSION OF GOD'S WRITTEN REVELATIONS 

In the Bible, it was already recognized that some of the Jewish priests were perverting 

God's written revelations with the traditions of men. See Matthew 15: 3-6: "...And why 

do your traditions violate the direct commandments of God today, the false priests of 

Rome are doing the same job under the spirit of the anti-Christ.  

You will find in this testimony that the doctrines of the Church of Rome never change 

regardless of her claims. The work of the spirit of the anti-Christ preparing his bride, 

the Mother of Harlots (Revelations 17, 18, 19), is religiously clever indeed.  

Christians must become informed and alert to the continuing heresies and 

blasphemies committed by the Roman Catholic Institution---especially over the past 

six hundred years, starting with the Emperor Constantine the Great as the first Pope 

and the actual first founder of the Roman Catholic Institution as you would recognize 

of it. This may not be speaking historically--but is accurate in prophetic terms.  

There was a revolution established against the Church of Christ and God Himself. 

This enemy of God has risen up against the authority of the only true God and Christ-

-by whatever name you would append unto them. Dear ones, this will not cease until 

the destruction of the entity as foretold in the Revelations.  

In spite of Rome's attempted new image since the Vatican's projection in 1965, her 

"real" constitution declares and reflects no subjection to the person of the one they, 

themselves, call Christ--or unto his teachings. Those who claim that Rome is changing 

will only find very small changes in the form of presentation. The speakers still project 

the same lies as before and now it is done facing the people and speaking in their own 

language. There are no substantial changes or any signs of repentance of the 

blasphemous activities. This is true of the whole of the institution as well as for her 

Pope, clergy or laymen.  

The only significant changes are taking place in the lives of those Roman Catholic 

priests and laymen who, under the condition of the Holy Spirit of Truth, are obeying 

God's call to be born again into the truth of his Laws and those of The Creation as 

handed forth by the Christos energies sent forth as the messenger of truth. 
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WHO DECLARES WHAT? 

Jeremiah: 7:28 "This is a nation that obeyeth not the voice of the LORD their God, nor 

receiveth correction: truth is perished, and is cut off from their mouth".  

The above-quoted words might well be applicable to any nation on your earth in this 

day. However, in the first instance, they contain the message that God commissioned 

Jeremiah to preach to the inhabitants of Jerusalem in about 600 BC, so you can't blame 

the one called Christ for failure to fulfill a job. It is not an easy commission to fulfill at 

any measurement. Yet (and here I shall undoubtedly hurt your feelings), for 40 stormy 

years, Jeremiah faithfully informed Judah (Judea) that she did not obey God's voice, 

that she refused to be corrected, and that she had become a bunch of liars. Sounds 

pretty familiar doesn't it? Forty years and the cover-ups and evil still continue.  

Are all ones evil in intent? Of course not. Only the elite and highest conspirators are of 

full intent. Ones who work toward a global one world government diligently and 

faultlessly believe it to be the best for the people. Of course, they do make sure they 

remain among the elite ones of the controlling groups. It is a good way to measure 

intent--what power, control or wealth does the perpetrator evidence. You see, in these 

instances the ego has become so blinded and self-oriented and spoiled that the evil 

protrudes like a cancer. The one involved truly believes HE is the best leader and that 

what HE believes is the best for all.  

Here is also where your "democratic" vote is heinous, indeed. The "big boy" can beg, 

borrow or steal the majority vote from the little man and decide his fate without 

turning an evil finger on his own. The laws of man are vile--ONLY THE LAWS OF 

GOD AND THE CREATION ARE JUST!  

At the king's command, Jeremiah's writings were burned. A good way to keep things 

from the masses---burn documents, shred documents and erase tapes.  

As truth comes forth in fullness--who is damaged? Who betrayed whom? KNOW that 

that very betrayal only serves the highest good in the end! KNOW IT AND RELEASE 

IT TO ITS OWN JOURNEY FOR THAT WHICH IS PROJECTED FORTH SHALL 

ALWAYS RECYCLE TO ITS SOURCE! ALWAYS--IT IS ONLY A MATTER OF 

"TIME". HE WHO JUMPS ON THE BANDWAGON OF THE UNTRUTHFUL 

PROJECTION AGAINST ANOTHER OF TRUTHFUL OUTPUT--SHALL REAP OF 

HIS OWN WEARY STALLING OF HIS JOURNEY'S PURPOSE BECAUSE OF HIS 

DISTRACTION, Man will someday quit blindly following the words of Man and the 

projections of Man and look within at the projections and listen to God for His 

guidance of discernment. I ask that the projection be measured in God presence for 

truth--I ask no MAN'S opinion--I care not about any "man's" opinion. If a man agrees 

with my projections I thank him and bless him, if he disagrees I thank him and bless 
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him--and ask that he be very careful in final pronouncements until he holds all in his 

open mind, lest he prematurely place egg all over his countenance.  

Jeremiah was cast into a dungeon, where he sank in the mire. Other prophets were 

found, who preached that peace was coming. Jeremiah's warnings of impending doom 

unless the nation left her sinful ways and returned to God were ridiculed. And what 

does the public do to the ones who come forth and tell you truth today? Well, with 

this little grandmother--the laws are being twisted and the Constitution being thrust 

down to take her very home away. The "rulers" have removed all credit availability, 

ridiculed, pronounced her "energies" as evil and dark and false, and have tried to 

electrocute her, shoot her, poison her and wipe her out with ELFs. And what do 

others do, who are touting the uncovering of secrets unto you the masses? They 

denounce her work and sue her and usurp radio programs to denounce this truth---

WELL, HANG IN THERE, LITTLE RECEIVERS OF TRUTH AND THESE 

JOURNALS--YOUR DAY OF REALIZATION THAT THESE WORDS ARE TRUTH ARE 

UPON YOU WHETHER OR NOT YOU LIKE OF IT FOR THIS WORK WILL NOT BE 

STOPPED FOR IT IS DECREED BY GOD. IF YOU STOP THIS SCRIBE--YOU ONLY 

SPREAD THE TRUTH FASTER AND NOW OTHERS WILL TAKE THE CHAIR AND 

KEYBOARD. GOD'S MESSAGE WILL NOT BE STOPPED. SO BE IT!  

NOTE: Jeremiah's dire prophecies were all fulfilled, down to the smallest detail!!!! Right to the 

smallest detail, regarding what would happen to the nation of that day. The 

Babylonian hordes came. They laid Jerusalem waste. They led away captive Judah's 

king and most of her inhabitants.  

Dharma a prophet? It matters not--I AM A PROPHET COMING IN ADVANCE TO 

PREPARE THE WAY FOR THE COMING OF THE AGE AND FULFILLMENT OF THE 

PROPHECIES--WE OF THE HOSTS OF HEAVEN AND THE BIRD TRIBES (WHATEVER 

YOU WISH TO LABEL US), ARE COME TO PREPARE THE WAY FOR GOD. Ye who wish to 

discount and ridicule are blessed and free to do that whichever ye choose, no more and no less--God 

forces not anyone or anything! I CARE NOT HOW MANY PEOPLE "VOTE" FOR EVIL--

IT MAKES IT NOT "RIGHT'!  

Yet they spared Jeremiah, and treated him with honor and respect that had never been 

shown to him by his own people. Even the heathen can discern the difference between 

a true prophet of God and a moneymaker--can't you?  

In the year 1990, the message God wants preached about Jerusalem is very similar to 

the message He gave some 2,600 years ago. He is looking for Jeremiahs who will tell of 

the story of truth. "Jeremiah", from the Hebrew "Yirmeyah", means "whom God has 

appointed". I did not say anointed--I said "appointed". To be appointed by God is 

considerably different from being self-appointed or hired.  
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Today there are hundreds of thousands who are quite willing to preach some totally 

un-Biblical message about Jerusalem and everything else concerning the Laws of God. 

Yes, these are the same ones that require the congregation to declare belief in every 

word of that "Holy Book". They, too, claim belief in every word--so, they interpret 

according to their own "received insight" or instructions from a higher "church" elder 

or man pronounced authority--it has naught to do with God.  

There are a few "Jeremiahs" telling the world what God says. Many is the unBiblical 

message for which one can receive a very high honorarium or the receipt of cards and 

letters and contribution by the bushel-full. But any "Jeremiah" who dares to preach 

truth that both Old Testament and New Testament Bible prophecies foretell that 

Jerusalem will again be destroyed or that "man" has changed the word of God to suit 

himself, etc., are assigned ridicule and the dungeon filled with mire of Zionist-

Christian hatred and scorn--not to mention the New Age and other doctrines who 

have written their own from a set a cards on voted-upon new commandments and 

sanctioned behaviors. I insist not that you change from your fun journeys--I am sent 

forth to tell you the truth of how it IS and you are free to do whatever in this journey 

that you desire to do.  

You who denounce on the basis of earth journey being ALL and that there is no past or 

future for the being, or choose up whatever story you desire--ponder this: YOU WERE 

BIRTHED UPON THIS PLACEMENT AND GIVEN THE BREATH OF LIFE FROM 

CREATOR, YOU EXPERIENCE SOME AVERAGE YEARS OF 75 IN COUNTING, AND YOU 

DEPART THROUGH DEATH OF BODY. WHAT DOES THAT MEAN TO YOU? Does it not 

mean that you came FROM somewhere and you go TO somewhere--could it be you 

simply have been told so many lies that you CANNOT REMEMBER THE TRUTH OF 

IT? IS IT POSSIBLE? IS IT PROBABLE? ARE YOU SO DEAD ALREADY THAT IT 

MATTERS NOT TO YOU? HAVE YOU LOST YOUR VERY PASSION FOR THE 

EXPERIENCE? ANSWER CAREFULLY, MY FRIENDS, FOR IT CERTAINLY 

MATTERS NOT TO ME! IT MIGHT MATTER A GREAT DEAL UNTO YOU!  

There is one great difference between God's "600 BC message" and Gods "AD 1990 

message" for Jerusalem, in particular. In His 600 BC message, there was an offer of 

deliverance for the nation if the whole nation would turn back to Him. I find no such 

clause in the 1990 message but only that "man shall come into knowledge of truth". 

According to the prophecies of ancient projections, the city of Jerusalem is doomed--

and who will change of the scenario? Is the Zionist group moving back unto God or 

are they preparing to return to Satanic rituals of blood-letting and slaughter of lambs 

to appease a God of their own making? God creates the lamb--He certainly does not 

sanction man killing his own creation instead of turning from his own sinful path and 

into goodness and integrity.  
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Therefore, it might be wise to look most carefully at that wondrous city of Jerusalem 

for it speaks a message to all mankind.  

That is the way the Lord Jesus Christ, looking down through the centuries to that day 

when it will be devastated again, gave crisp, succinct, authoritative and lifesaving 

projections for believing Jews of that day, "Then --- flee into the mountains". Oh, you 

say well, yes, but we good Jews don't accept that one Jesus. Alright, let us go right to 

Zechariah: "Behold, the day of the Lord cometh, and thy spoil shall be divided in the 

midst of thee. For I will gather all nations against Jerusalem to battle, and the city 

shall be taken, and the houses rifled, and the women ravished --".  

Oops, worse yet, the Luke passage, the Zechariah prophecy and a funny little 

prophecy found in Revelation all harmonize perfectly. Let me just pronounce the 

latest, from Revelation: "And there was given me a reed like unto a rod; and the angel 

stood, saying, 'Rise, and measure the temple of God, and the altar, and them that 

worship therein. But the court which is without the temple leave out, and measure it 

not; for it is given unto the Gentiles; and the holy city shall they tread under foot forty 

and two months'."  

It would seem, even in cosmic arithmetic that "forty and two months", even at loose 

counting, would be approximately some 3 1/2 years, give or take a little for error or 

calendar discrepancies. It would seem probable, therefore, that the non-Jews will 

again be the military master of Jerusalem and it will "be the worst of the heathen" good 

old prophet Ezekiel warned (7:24). Oh, you ask, "Would that be the same Ezekiel that 

saw the wheel within the wheel of fire and radiance. That "thing" from which he 

claimed to hear the WORD OF GOD?" Yep, same old one.  

Who then, might you ask, is making Jerusalem a safe place for the Jews if by their own 

prophecies, Jerusalem is not safe? Indeed, a very good question, is it not? The Godly 

Jewish have integrated into the peoples of the globe and have become your neighbor 

and your friend and good brethren to one another; they live at peace among their 

brothers in Godly manner "or un-Godly" as any other group. So who misleads and sets 

up for destruction his own blooded people? Oh, indeed you must ponder it most 

carefully. And who of the so-called Christian brotherhood does that trusting Jewish 

brother a favor by your preachments?  

Why then the tidal waves of JOY flowing from Christian pulpits because, "God's 

people are again back in their land"? There are at least three possibilities. Those who 

exude such joy do not know a thing about what they preach; not a thing about that 

which the Bible actually says will come to be. They know not what the Bible they 

tout, says is coming to pass "soon" in your days of counting; or they don't believe it; or 

they know what the Bible says and ARE AFRAID to preach it.  
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Both Jerusalem and the state of Israel are headed for complete destruction if they 

continue upon the plotted pathway--that is not prophecy, my friends, that is simple 

observation in total human logic. Would not the Christian who pronounces his non-

judgmental friendship upon his Jewish brother perhaps point this little matter out 

unto his attention?  

God created all men equal? How stupid a lie. God created all men each to be unique 

unto himself. They are only equally cherished by God Creator. It goes beyond 

cherishment even, God treats all men equally in justness. Not even what you perceive 

"fairness"---God is Just! When individual returns unto God within God-self--he, too, 

becomes total Justice! Think upon these words. I can only present them unto you--I 

cannot "think upon them" for you. Think upon that also. 

 

WILL "TRUE" BELIEVERS BE BLESSED? 

To be a bit trite, but not disrespectful, you must note personally that which you 

consider to be blessed! A blessing unto one might seem a curse unto another!  

But you desire to hear from the Great Book so I shall effort to use that which you cling 

unto. Let us take your old book of Amos. Let us overview chapter 9 verse 8: "Behold, 

the eyes of the Lord God are upon the sinful kingdom and I will destroy it from off the 

face of the earth; saving that I will not utterly destroy the house of Jacob, saith the 

Lord".  

You might as well believe that the above refers directly to the present state of Israel. 

This one projection will totally enrage countless "Christian" pastors and evangelists 

who for years have been unable to lavish anything but praise upon the man-created 

state in the Near East (remember that place created and pronounced as Israel by the 

U.N.?) whose deeds promise to (and according to your own Bible, will) involve the 

entire world in a massive war.  

However, such ministers cannot deny that this prophecy is in the Bible--YOUR OWN 

PROCLAIMED "EVERY WORD TO BE TRUE" BIBLE. Nor can they suggest that it 

relates to some other nation, inasmuch as it is the climactic statement in a passage 

that begins, "---the end is come upon my people of Israel---" (Amos 8:2). Hey, don't 

blame me--I am writing this Journal--who wrote your Bible? You have asked me to 

prove myself through that which you claim to understand--your truth according to 

the scriptures of your religious books of laws and teachings. I do, however, think you 

may have missed a few pertinent facts from your own projections. So be it. Of course 

you can dabble about for a while and insist that good old Amos' prophecy was fulfilled 

centuries ago.  
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Oops, that is patently dishonest, because the Bible states specifically that, in the day 

when Amos 9:8 is fulfilled, God will effect four miracles that men could never perform. 

The four miracles are nowhere to be seen. So obviously Amos 9:8 still awaits 

fulfillment.  

Now, it might be noted that Amos 9:8 harmonizes with Luke 21:20-27 and Zechariah 

14:1-2 and good old UFO spotter Ezekiel 7: The present state of Israel is heading for 

ignominious destruction on the path being trodden. You go study the word for I grow 

impatient, but I will look with you at Amos 9:8-15:  

Behold, the eyes of the Lord God are upon the sinful kingdom, and I will destroy it from off the face of 

the earth; saving that I will not utterly destroy the house of Jacob, saith the Lord. For, lo, I will 

command, and I will sift the house of Israel among all nations, like as corn is sifted in a sieve, yet shall 

not the least grain fall upon the earth. All the sinners of my people shall die by the sword, which say, 

The evil shall not overtake nor prevent us. In that day will I raise up the tabernacle of David that is 

fallen, and close up the breaches thereof; and I will raise up his ruins, and I will build it as in the days of 

old; That they may possess the remnant of Edom, and of all the heathen, which are called by my name, 

saith the Lord that doeth this. Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that the plowman shall overtake 

the reaper, and the treader of grapes him that soweth seed; and the mountains shall drop sweet wine, 

and again the captivity of my people of Israel, and they shall build the waste cities, and inhabit them; 

and they shall plant vineyards, and drink the wine thereof; they shall also make gardens, and eat the 

fruit of them. And I will plant them upon their land, and they shall no more be pulled up out of their 

land which I have given them, saith the Lord thy God".  

Note the four miracles that God will effect after He has destroyed the sinful kingdom:  

* There will be a divine restoration of the Davidic capital.  

* There will be harmonious relations between Jews and believing non-Jews. (The 

Jews will be the believing remnant who refused to be part of the sinful kingdom).  

* There will be unheard-of blessings on agricultural pursuits. (The millennium will 

have dawned, and the curse will have been removed from the earth. How interesting --

!?! Hmmmm). 

* Israel (again the believing remnant, not the Satan-worshiping members of the sinful 

kingdom of Zionists) will dwell in the land and never again be scattered.  

Believe the Word of God, not on the word of men. Now why would you believe that 

Amos really wrote those things in the first place? Because everyone wants to discount 

them and say his prophecies have already happened and reinterpret his message to 

suit the "times"--I believe you call it "modernization" of the Bible. Out of the thousands 

of years just since your Bible might be considered historical, how many prophecies do 
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you think might have been projected which never made it into print? You are 

experiencing zillions coming forth every year in your own lands in your own perceived 

"time". This is a point worth also pondering.  

Now a biggie: It is said also that, "Before these things happen Jesus Christ will return 

in the air for all who have trusted Him as Savior".  

You had better be making pretty sure you know what you really believe, my friends. 

You might well be checking into your own resources for truth instead of simply 

attending groups who pronounce their version and interpretation upon your heads 

and you follow blindly along--you might well find yourself on the ground instead of 

those clouds with Christ. Right now you might well remove your heads from the 

clouds where you already have placed them and look beyond "flatland" into "reality".  

Why am I "hitting" Israel? Because I am getting ready to tell you some very important 

stories and you need the background to have anywhere near factual perception. It is 

the time of awakening, not further hiding while destruction falls upon your sleepy 

beings.  

 

INTERESTING PREDICTION FROM EZEKIEL 

Ezekiel 7:24 ... "I will bring the worst of the heathen, and they shall possess their 

houses ---".  

Now look carefully, for anyone who studies the seventh chapter of that which you 

label Ezekiel carefully and believingly will discover that it contains many important 

facts about the coming ignominious end of the present state of Israel.  

Israel "apologists" (ministers and evangelists at the head of the ranks, and not a few of 

them men who, in order to reach their conclusions, have gone not to the Word of God 

but to the state of Israel to be instructed by the Israeli government) will be quick to 

tell you the old, old story that "Ezekiel 7 was fulfilled a long time ago". But that is not 

what the context of the passage reveals.  

Ezekiel 7:2 states most specifically, "An end, the end is come upon the four corners of 

the land". Oh my--how many "Israels" and "four corners" might there be'? Hatonn just 

picked up another mighty horde of enemies? Why? How is it that you blame Hatonn 

or this scribe for that which YOU have projected? Still believe "EVERY" word? I only 

want you to pay attention and pull off your dark glasses and remove the swimming 

plugs from the ears lest you not hear the ship bearing down upon you.  

The land of Israel has had many "an end", for she has been invaded repeatedly through 

the centuries, but "the end" will occur, according to the Bible, in the soon-coming 
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great tribulation, a 3 1/2 year period of unprecedented turbulence, which is described 

both in the Old Testament and in the New Testament. That Ezekiel 7 (though 

foreshadowed by various Babylonian invasions) indeed relates to the still-coming 

great tribulation is further confirmed by Ezekiel 7:19, wherein the statement is made, 

"--- Their silver and their gold shall not be able to deliver them in the day of the wrath 

of the Lord ---." 

******* 

Hatonn: From the time of your Biblical writings you should have pieced together your 

clues and realized that a major play will be made out of Syria. It says so right in your 

Bible. It's one of the truths. It will be Syrian in origin. Those poor little countries over 

there are aligning themselves up for any kind of defense that they can muster. We're 

talking about a lot of anti-Christian people, if you would know of it. This is the time 

of chaos. Basically everybody on your planet is anti-Christian in the true sense of the 

word. And the ones who wear the title spread across their forehead are usually the 

most lethal of all and the most ignorant -- the most deceived.  

You have to go all the way back to the beginning of a planet created, destroyed, 

reclaimed for Lucifer and then the story began to be changed and Lucifer told you how 

you'd be. When his name was changed to Satan you knew how it would be. The entire 

Bible--even the lies in the Bible--tells you exactly how it would be. He's the master 

Prince of Deceit and lies. You were told that before the ending of the cycle of the time 

of the age he would be given free reign on this planet. Little did you realize, did you, 

that it was that way from the beginning? You see, everything that you perceive within 

is going to have to come without. You're going to have to look at everything that 

happens in your existence from the inner core without.  

As the Luciferian groups get kicked out of one place after another and separated from 

the presence of God--always they are given a place to experience--the scenario is so 

well written that you go through it. You see, Satan needs no new script--the old one 

works just fine. He needs no new script. He has learned that the man, Hu-man, 

created to experience, always will do essentially the same thing in mass--in mass 

consciousness. Individual players will change, individual intents will change but the 

mass of the human stream of experience will repeat and repeat and repeat and repeat.  

So the first thing that they have to get rid of in the Bible, for instance, is the possibility 

of anyone truly believing that one could re-experience although all logic would tell 

you that if you have a universal one entity creator without limits, He can do anything 

He wants. So the next obvious perception would be that He would not waste an 

experience of a soul fragment by putting it in a coffin and burying it in the ground to 

be lost forever. There would be no purpose in such a thing. What would be the 
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purpose? And yet Satan comes and tells you all this and everybody eats it just like ice 

cream and it melts so sweetly and it goes right down.  

And then he tells you don't listen to the truth when it comes because it's a lie. So man 

puts his fingers in both ears, puts on his dark glasses, will not read, falls prey to a 

system that destroys an educational system where man eventually will not be able to 

read and march so gently, sweetly right along behind. And when I project these things 

they come back to batter your humanness with all that doom and gloom. "Everything 

looks so bad I'm going to go back over there and hold my crystal and I'm going to do 

some chants and I'm going to do some aums and um's".  

The blessed in Brazil are going through reformation of their church and the precious 

little peasants crawling on their knees for miles to get to a holy altar only to get there 

and find it's no magic place. Somewhere along their crawling they missed God and at 

the end of their trail there's a man and some bits of metal and stone and they carry 

their statue in its glass sarcophagus of the Blessed Mother--and all along the way they 

miss Mother for a statue. Oh Jesus wept, my friends, but it's an experience, it's an 

experience. The one who crawls must learn the man who stands at the end with all of 

that Light being focused upon him understands not the responsibility that he bears 

because washing your hands in a pot of water and saying, "I am through with this", 

doesn't cut it. Nobody is going to say, "Well, not my fault. It was Preacher Jones or 

Pope Paul's and I just did what I was told", anymore than the man in Vietnam that 

bashes in the head of a peasant in the village and kills a child.  

The forgiveness is there if he asks forgiveness, the responsibility is the same and yet 

God makes those...I don't know--I should not give you a new word. He gives you that 

leeway. If you're acting under orders and you don't know better, if you have a gun to 

your head panic comes--do I kill the child or do I have my own head blown off? Man 

screams out for his own salvation and there is no blame--God has no blame. God does 

not pronounce right or wrong. You meet Him in the final days and you know what 

was right or wrong and that's up to you but it's why young men go crazy because they 

knew and they know there is no excuse for the behavior--they went mad. 

 

The Nature of Jesus 

In the green book I AM SANANDA [First edition] we are told by Judas Iscarioth 

(another Master) that Thomas complained to Jesus Christ that "Your disciples have 

falsified your teachings. They say you are the Son of God...and have pronounced that 

you are equal to the Creation" (page 131). Yet, in the RAINBOW MASTERS [First 

edition] (p.58), Serapis Bey, who claims he is often referred to as the Commander 

Hatonn, equally claims "I Am That I Am: Christ, the only begotten Son". 
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Semantics can be the downfall if we are not indeed careful. Firstly, allow me to be in 

the reminding of something: Judas Iscarioth was "translating" his own scribing from 

Arabic and into English for understanding and revealing of truth from the erroneous 

documents of mistranslation by the German scholars who chose the Gospels. Judas 

Iscarioth was erroneously blamed with the betrayal of the one known as Immanuel 

(Emmanuel) (Jmmanuel) (Jesus) (etc.). (For clarification, "Jesus" came through Paul 

the Apostle much later as a label as Paul traveled in ancient Greece. The facts are that 

to be the "Son of God" and "equal to Creation" are mutually exclusive and 

contradictory statements. The "man" as such, whether by manifested extension of 

God's thought (begotten) would need travel the path of life into the perfection of God 

to be as God fulfilled. This becomes the status of a "Sananda" as relative to the term 

"Christ"--a level of acquired knowledge and perfection. Intent is that this entity could 

only be "begotten" of God-ness and not the "ONLY" one. The seed, if you will, was 

brought forth by the Archangelic energy, Gabriel. The book AND THEY CALLED HIS 

NAME IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA is a transcription basically unchanged from 

the original scribing of Iscarioth and might very well bear some misperceptions in 

choice of vocabulary. I urge you all to read with conceptual Truth of the whole, lest 

you not only miss of the lifeboat sent to save you from the floods but the helicopter as 

well! 

In many other locations, Judas refers to God as the Father of Christ, who still claims "I 

am Esu Jesus Sananda, I am the Lord Thy God, Manifest and Incarnate. One with God 

and The Creation. I Am and ye can be as I Am", (p. 7). However, how can I be like Him 

if I cannot be even the second son of God? 

Firstly, why think ye that ye cannot be the second son of God--OR, THE FIRST, FOR 

THAT MATTER? Do you not refer to God as "Father"? Most Earth men do so. The 

Indians of the native tribes go further--Tunkashila (Grandfather)/Creator. You are 

each and every one a manifestation directly from God which causes you to be the 

child, son/daughter, of God just as you might call your own idea or thought 

manifested, your "child", "brainchild", etc. How, sir, would you get this concept across 

to 6-7 billion Earth humans? 

I suggest you do not get "hung-up" on names. If you be speaking unto God, it matters 

not what you call Him, even unto Satan--for He hears thine intent of heart and hears 

not the sounds from the opening on thine lower face! The Christ came forth to tell you 

that all (each) can be exactly as He, and more! No more and no lesser. 

...but, let's suppose for argument's sake that spiritual entities are "interchangeable" 

and could become anything, from God to Jesus and Sananda. To make it easier, let's 

also accept Jesus’ claim in the Bible that God is "My Father and yours", implying that 

He is not God, or better, He is not the only son. In this case, why should Thomas 

complain to Jesus that His disciples had falsified His teaching, for merely saying that 
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He was the Son of God? The question here, therefore, is not one of interchangeability 

but of falsehood". 

Yes, exactly, and so it is a lie. Further, that was not the only false teaching projected 

by the disciples. Moreover, in the retelling and selective translations, more was lost 

from the truth and intent for power and control placed within the covers of the Bible. 

Immanuel (Jesus, to you ones), never claimed to be The Creation but only "OF" and/or 

one with/within The Creation. The PURPOSE of a visit from the "Great Teacher 

Masters" has always been to bring Truth of the need for living within the Laws of God 

Creator and within the Laws of The Creation. God Creator might well be the creator 

of The Creation but "He" is WITHIN THE CREATION, becoming the "whole". 

Remember--in all things, it comes back always--to ONE, (1), UNO! 

 

The Nature of Mohammad 

Although Hatonn and most of the Rainbow Masters are against the Church or 

organized religion, they staunchly, but subtly, side with Jesus at the expense of the 

other two monotheistic religions, i.e., Judaism and Islam. There is hardly any mention 

of Moses, the only prophet who spoke to God, and of Mohammad, who was "the only 

man in history who was supremely successful on both the religious and secular level", 

according to Michael Hart, in his book The 100: a Ranking of the Most Influential 

Persons in History. Nevertheless, "none of the great figures of history is so poorly 

appreciated in the West as Mohammad", to quote British professor W. Montgomery. 

For that reason his case needs more detail. 

Quite frankly, my thrust is to awaken mankind to his plight in his physical state--

right now. You will note through the continuing series of books (Journals) we deal 

with that which is! I have not now, nor ever, had intent to relate all the world's 

religions or their leaders, as such. There is great misperception regarding Esu, Issa, 

Immanuel, Jesus, Mohammad, Buddha, Pale Prophet, Quetzal Coatl, Wakan Tanka 

etc. etc., etc. YOU OF EARTH TRY TO SEPARATE THESE GREAT CHRISTED 

ENERGIES AND THEREIN LIES YOUR MOST HEINOUS ERRORS--"DIVIDE AND 

CONQUER". The Satanic energies never miss a trick, dearly beloved ones, and they 

haven't missed this one! Further, to quote from "experts" on your placement bears 

little influence for if their projections be in Truth they are valid--if not, they are not 

valid. No more and no less. If man already was apprised of Truth there would be no 

need for the enlightenment of Journals or other forthcoming documents of higher 

understanding. I hope we can reach a point wherein we find "time" to further detail 

many of the "great" teachers; Mohammad is only one such. 
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As you will note from my current Journals, we are deeply into the subject of Judaism. 

This world has stumbled a long way into the abyss. You ones now equate the Khazar 

Zionists with Jews/Judaism. NOT SO!! Herein lies the key to the Truth of the fall of 

the kingdoms. JEWS AND ZIONISTS are no more factual than is BLACK AND 

AFRICAN. It is through these incorrect and habitual "assumptions" that man loses his 

path. 

8. While the nature of Jesus and Sananda is perplexing, this is not the case with 

Mohammad. He made it clear that "I am only human like you". The Quran also 

mentions that this prophet is only a mortal messenger. It seems that the very 

simplicity of Muslim teachings was behind its quick spread from the Himalayas to the 

Pyrenees and, naturally, behind the strong counter-attack by the threatened Church 

with "the legend of fanatical Muslims sweeping through the world and forcing Islam 

at the point of the sword", which De Lacy O'leary describes in his book Islam at the 

Crossroads as "the most fantastically absurd myths that historians have ever 

repeated". 

Correction, friend: Jesus, by any name, did not claim to be other than human "like 

you". Those ridiculous teachings were projected after his passing. Just as this man's 

teachings were corrupted, may I suggest that Mohammad did not espouse murder, 

Holy wars, killing or maiming of brothers and thus and so. These are the things 

projected by man "IN THE NAME OF THE TEACHERS". Let us be most careful in 

our projections or quotations from writers who suggest otherwise. The truly divinely 

sent great teachers and Christed energies always espoused and taught the LAWS and 

the need for man to live within and according to those LAWS (OF GOD WITHIN 

CREATION). You must look carefully at the birthing of "ISLAM" for few, indeed, 

realize that it is an "interbreeding" of two, and yet, being all one in Truth--are they not 

one in the same? Can we not function as brothers in the service of God and put the 

separations behind and away from us, for 'tis the Truth of the ONENESS with and 

within God and those absolute Truths in action which shall prevail if man is to 

survive as a species. 

I shall leave this input at this point for I shall finish my response to the above after 

outlaying the 9th statement from M. A. Ramadan: 

9. Naturally, while Mohammad held Jesus in very high esteem, and the Koran (Quran) 

mentions the name of Mohammad only four times against 28 favourable times for 

Jesus (Essa) and 38 times in favour of Mary, Hatonn's computer was poorer than that 

of the Church he detested. In the green book AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME 

IMMANUEL, MY NAME IS SANANDA, Judas Iscarioth quotes Sananda as warning 

his killers: "Verily, verily I say to you, his name will be written with blood and his 

hatred against your kind will be endless. But since he will be a false prophet", 

(referring to Mohammad) "and bring you a false doctrine, so will his cult eventually be 
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finished, when your kind and his kind will put down the foundation for a bloody 

ending for this world" (p. 118). It is interesting that this statement is not confirmed by 

the seal of Sananda at the end of the reading, yet still bears His name in the title 

(REC.#3 ISCARIOTH/JMMANUEL SANANDA, THU., August 10, 1989). 

I have no wish to pick problems with the Quran as such. Please understand that I care 

not one whit what it says. Islam, for instance, is a cross between the teachings of Jesus 

and Mohammad, etc. It is incorrectly translated at the very best for as I have stated, 

Jesus as a label was incorrect, therefore, the translation is incorrect. The overzealous 

nature of using "Mary" as a Holy Deity is incorrect in all instances and was begun and 

expounded by the Holy Church of Rome. I, Hatonn, detest no "church club" above that 

of another--I detest any group that projects lies upon believing people--I care not 

where they are or who they are. If a lie be a lie, the telling of it by great numbers of 

liars does not make it Truth! 

Regarding the quotation of "Sananda" by Iscarioth regarding the warning: please 

realize you have left out the circumstances under which the statement was made. 

Also, you must realize several different facts herein which I will attempt to delineate. 

Sananda (the one you call Jesus) was before the council and Pilate at His 

condemnation. He warned the crowd and people present that one would come forth 

(Mohammad) who would write his name in blood and the hatred would last 

endlessly. Brothers, that is truth enough--the hatred of the Arabs and the Jews under 

whatever religious doctrine prevalent, is endless and bloody at best. The term: 

"prophet" must be considered very carefully to discern the meaning of "false prophet". 

There were ones who were proclaimed "prophets", i.e., Moses, Daniel, Ezekiel, etc. 

Mohammad came forth as a leader and teacher; (and I do not even speak herein of 

credibility or incredibility) I simply speak of his status as man/teacher. 

He was "falsely" called "prophet" although his projections have come to pass in a most 

remarkable manner. The measure of the proof of a prophet is total coming into being 

ALL PROJECTIONS. Therefore, it is not until after the fact that a man can be labeled 

a "true" or "false" prophet. Before the fact, the prophet would have to be referred to as 

"false" or "projected" prophet. In this instance the entity Jmmanuel has just proved His 

worth in that one instance as a true prophet by projecting the above prediction 

regarding Mohammad. 

Now, as to credibility. About the Quran, just as the Holy Bible of the so-called 

Christians and/or Jews: I make no statement at all. I am not come to compare the 

books of instructions for they are all tampered and mistranslated--however--there is 

also truth abounding in each and all. It is for the individual to isolate the Truth of God 

according to the Laws of God and The Creation. If the instructions are according to 

the laws it is of God, if not, it is augmented by man and thusly, altered in form, i.e. 

"Thou shall not kill"--meaning "thou shall not murder". Therefore, murder is murder is 
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murder and likewise are the other commandments Truth is Truth is Truth. I speak of 

the true laws of God and Creation--I care not for the "voted in" rules of man to gain 

power and control over his brother. 

Now if you believe that ultimately the bloody end of your world will come other than 

through the hands of these hating rivals, look again--you are already on your way for 

the Zionists have infiltrated all of the nations and the bloodshed shall be violent and 

terrible indeed. 

******* 

As we move along in proving some of the instances of what you call your Biblical 

references--which COULD NOT BE SIMPLY ERASED FOR THEY WERE TOO 

OBVIOUSLY EVIDENT--such as took place in the legendary journey of the Judaites 

from Egypt to Sinai via the Red (also "Reed") Sea where the clues were evident at all 

points along the way. The mathematical facts are there and they are there in such 

basic fact that it would appear to me to be impossible to miss. There is enough proof 

of God's presence, in that place alone, that it astounds our brotherhood that all 

"religious" groups have not bound together. It may surprise you to know that the 

Vatican is placed deliberately on a geometric position which has direct mathematical 

relationships with the harmonic unified equations already presented unto you ones. 

Many "religious" manifestations have occurred in places around your world, during 

very recent historical times and there is also reason why--by the harmonics present in 

the locations. The fact, as Einstein told you, "The Creator does not play dice with the 

Universe...nothing would be left to chance". The things of God, dear ones, became 

corrupted upon your placement and throughout the journey the keys to Truth were 

presented--only lost--deliberately or divinely--until such time as Man would come 

into understanding of his Journey. 

The Bible, as it is left untampered gives you the clues you need to decipher Truth from 

it--for the ones tampering were not given to understand the true meaning in such 

instances and they knew not enough to tamper. They simply turned it into 

MYSTICAL NONSENSE and you did the rest of the self-deceiving. 

For instance, your Bible gives narration of a story about that Pharaoh who finally let 

those people go--God led the people around by way of the wilderness towards the 

Red Sea, Exodus 13:17;18. The Lord, it was told, went before them by day in a pillar of 

cloud to lead them along the way; and by night in a pillar of fire to give them light, 

that they might travel by day and by night; the pillar of cloud by day and the pillar of 

fire by night did not depart from before the people. Exodus 13: 21; 22. 

These people were deliberately led to the Red Sea which would, by all sane adventures 

of man, be a most foolish thing to do because, with the Egyptian army coming up from 
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behind, the Hebrews were literally caught between the Pharaoh and the deep blue sea. 

Your Bible tells you that Pharaoh thought the people were entangled in the land; the 

wilderness had shut them in. Pharaoh and his army moved in for the kill with the 

pillar seemingly having proved a poor guide; that is, unless the future events were 

known to the intelligence controlling the object in the sky. Now, do you think all the 

people following along knew what was "up there"?  

The Bible text would suggest that some sort of celestial object totally under its own 

control in some manner, led those people out of Egypt to the Red Sea and then, as 

Pharaoh's army closed in, the object moved from the front to the rear of the army of 

Judeans and kept the two camps separated during the night. 

Phase one of the operation involved leading the people to the sea; phase two required 

the object to keep the camps separated until darkness would fall. Now comes phase 

three; "Then Moses stretched out his hand over the sea; and the Lord drove the sea 

back by a strong east wind all night, and made the sea dry land, and the waters were 

divided". 

Check out the route of these Judeans on one of your maps and see how totally absurd 

from a physical standpoint. First they headed south, south east from Raamses to 

Succoth, then for some unaccountable reason they turned back and headed north to 

the crossing point at the Red, or "Reed" Sea. With Pharaoh's army in hot pursuit, 

doesn't it seem, at the least, that the Lord should lead the people into a possible trap 

of such nature when a free route could have been taken to the southeast over the land 

which would eventually have led down to the eastern side of the Gulf of Suez? This 

route would also have been much shorter, unless of course it was known ahead of time 

what would happen at the Reed Sea. DEAR ONES, A GEOGRAPHIC POSITION 

CONFORMING WITH NATURAL LAW HAD TO BE SELECTED SO THAT ALL 

THE NECESSARY HARMONIC COORDINATES WERE AVAILABLE. 

******* 

What does Canaan have to do with anything? You thought Canaan was a Biblical 

place of wondrous and Godly placement where Jesus walked and taught? How 

interesting at how little history ye ones have been given for do ye not know that Noah 

placed the Curse upon Canaan? Why? Who was Canaan? 

Well, I shall ask you, Dharma, to do that which I now suggest all you readers do--get 

the book, CURSE OF CANAAN, and historically find the truth of it. I shall quote here 

and there so you might get the trend of thought and then later, after the protocols are 

outlaid for you, I shall give you more insight to the fact the "JEWS" and "JUDEANS" 

are not synonymous by any measure whatsoever. 
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Further, you might believe that the Talmud is the book of truth and instructions for 

the Judeans. No--they are the most hate-filled volume of teachings against the 

Christed path on the Earth at any time. 

 

YIDDISH 

Ah, you think that this is Jewish language? Not so. Since the conquest of the Khazars 

by the Russians and the disappearance of the Khazar Kingdom, the language of the 

Khazars is known as Yiddish. For about six centuries the so-called or self-styled 

"Jews" of eastern Europe have referred to themselves, while still resident in their 

native eastern European countries, as "Yiddish" by nationality. They identified 

themselves as "Yiddish" rather than as Russian, Polish, Galician, Lithuanian, 

Rumanian, Hungarian or by the nation of which they were citizens. They referred to 

the common language they all spoke as "Yiddish", also. Note that today in your own 

American cities there are available newspapers referred to as "Yiddish", "Yiddish" 

theaters, and many other cultural organizations of so-called or self-styled "Jews" from 

eastern Europe which are identified publicly by the word "Yiddish" in their title. You 

see, that which you do is confuse and transpose that which you THINK to be 

HEBREW--into acceptance that it indicates "YIDDISH". 

But back to Canaan. Canaan, grandson of Noah, was of mixed blood and the Zionists, 

dear ones, hate the Negroid races with a great passion. 

The Curse of Canaan was extended to the land which was named after him, the Land 

of Canaan. The Canaanites themselves, the people of this land, became the greatest 

curse upon humanity, and so they remain to this day. Not only did they originate the 

practices of demon-worship, occult rites, child sacrifice, and cannibalism, but as they 

went abroad, they brought these obscene practices into every land which they 

entered. Not only did they bring their demonic cult to Egypt, but, known by their 

later name, the Phoenicians (and perhaps you ones will better relate to this term), as 

they were called after 1200 B.C., they became the demonizers of civilization through 

successive epoches, being known in medieval history as the "Venetians", who 

destroyed the great Byzantine Christian civilization, and later as "the black nobility", 

which infiltrated the nations of Europe and gradually assumed power through 

trickery, revolution, and financial legerdemain. 

Ah yes, the reputation of Canaan is to be found in many, many ancient records if you 

ones will but investigate, although its foul history has been carefully expunged from 

even more of the historic archives and libraries than were allowed to remain--but you 

can easily find the historical information--or, you can turn to others’ research and 

satisfy yourselves. In 1225 B.C., the Pharaoh Merneptah, who, because of his victories 
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in the Canaanite region, was known as "Binder of Gezer", set up a stele to 

commemorate his successes. Among the inscriptions placed thereon was this: 

"Plundered is the Canaan, with every evil; All lands are united and pacified". 

This inscription did not mean that Merneptah had used every evil to plunder the 

Canaan; it meant that he had in his sojourn there encountered every evil practiced by 

this notorious tribe. 

Now, let us see about "racism" and who is racist to whom. Ham, father of Canaan, had 

four sons: Cush, who founded the land of Ethiopia; Mizraim, who founded Egypt; Put, 

who founded Libya; and CANAAN, WHO FOUNDED THE LAND OF THE 

CANAANITES, THE AREA NOW IN CONTENTION AS THE STATE OF ISRAEL. 

It gets more bigoted so hold on before you toss this writing aside--In talmudic (the 

Talmud being the unHoly book of these self-styled "Jews") Cushi always means a 

black person of the Negro race. Cushite is synonymous with black (Yar Me’ed Katan 

16B). 

Stranger yet, is that the "Bible", as presently translated, makes no reference to Cush's 

color. Reference to his descendants, the Cushites, appears only in Numbers and in 

Samuel, Book Two. Numbers 12:1 reveals that "Miriam and Aaron spoke against Moses 

because of the Cushite woman he had married, for he had married a Cushite woman". 

Here again, no explanation is given as to why Miraim and Aaron turned against 

Moses, yet the matter is obviously of some importance, because the same verse 

emphasized by repetition that he had married a Cushite woman. Ah so, if you turn to 

the Talmud, it tells you that Cushite always means "black". Further, Second Samuel 

contains seven references to "Cushites", but again, no descriptions are given. 

I am not herein going to give much more history on the subject other than to confirm 

the differences in Jews and Judaism. You see, those who feel I speak against what you 

accept as the "Jew" of David's lineage are in error for I walked, also, among the places 

of Judea as did the Master Teacher of Christed perfection. The "Jews" of the Zionist 

tribe are not "Jews" of Judea--they come from the recognized 13th Tribe of the Khazars 

and there was no "Jewish" (as you define the term) blood in them--nor was there any 

truth in them "from the beginning" and ultimately will simply die rather than continue 

to struggle for your safety. Even if a person comes to release the mouse from the trap, 

it will run to the cat again for you will appear the larger threat. This is the lie of lies--

just as "they" will tell you to throw away these words for "they" know these words are 

the key to your freedom from their trap--AND MOST OF YOU WILL DO SO!! 

INDEED, HOW SAD IT IS! 
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CLARITY 

Yes, clarity flows as quickly as the rushing spring snowmelt when Truth becomes the 

obvious and they can no longer fool you with their lies. And, yes, it goes all the way 

back into the times of the ancient bible myths foisted forth to fool you through the 

ages of time. Let us take Moses, for this is where Dharma has gotten a very large "ah 

ha!" 

It has always been foisted upon you that Moses, in punishment from God, was not 

allowed to pass into the "Holy Promised Land!" The truth of that lie becomes obvious 

when you consider that the "Promised Land" for a God's person would not be of 

physical manifestation and therefore anything of physical "stuff" or "things" would not 

be THE PROMISED land. So you have been duped again by the magician of deceit. 

Who gives forth "physical, human, fleshly" promises? Ah so...! Ponder this a moment: If 

you average only seventy some odd years in human flesh and must leave it all behind at 

death of that flesh--AND, EVERYONE DOES DIE AS IS ACCEPTED--what have ye 

gained even if ye GET ALL HE PROMISES? You get a few years, possibly, of "having"--

you see, most don't even "have it". Even in the midst of what is perceived as the power 

and wealth and control--what have ye? Mostly terror at losing that which you have 

garnered, having to guard it, unhappiness and continued searching for that elusive 

substance always just out of reach--the PROMISED "LAND", the PROMISED 

"STUFF", the PROMISED "THINGS", POWER, CONTROL AND ON AND ON--

JUST OUT OF REACH. BELIEVE ME, BELOVED ONES, WHEN THE "TOOL" IS NO 

LONGER USEFUL TO THE ELITE IN SERVICE OF SATAN’S PROMISES--THE 

TOOL IS DESTROYED OR CAST OUT JUST AS ARE THE SERVANTS WHO 

HAVE SOLD THEIR SOULS AND GENERATIONS UNTO THE BEAST! SO BE IT 

AND MAY YOU COME TO SEE IT IN TIME TO TURN IT ABOUT. 

******* 

For the whole of this month and last, a great denial and revelation seems to be 

sweeping your religious halls. It is quite amusing to witness the ways in which people 

are reacting to the news that everything said in the Bible credited to the one, Jesus--

was not said by Jesus. 

Your researchers and scholars as well as archaeologists have unearthed scrolls and 

artifacts which are disproving that which some churches demand you testify to 

believe in absolute verbatim pronouncement--of that book. Perhaps AND THEY 

CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL will not much longer be so denied. Rejoice that 

light can be shed upon the fact that instructions and teachings have been sorely 

altered and adulterated to suit the needs of those who would control you. 
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KNOW that in efforts to interpret the Bible, even the Revelations of John and the 

circumstances of "Cain" have been adjusted to produce an end result whereby evil 

controllers would be able to control through the WORD. We have come to set the 

WORD to straight. 

With the very subject under discussion in the present Journal, the assumption, from 

the analyzing of the portions just given unto you yesterday and through the lineage of 

"Cain", it would appear that the "good guys" are--of necessity and deduction--Anglo-

Saxon "white guys". Surely enough, Cain, through Cush, etc., cavorted about with 

some women and people of "color"--so what? You have "some" historical data which 

can give ancestry and some lines of integration--BUT YOU OF EARTH ACTUALLY 

KNOW SO LITTLE THAT IT IS STARTLING, AND WORSE, AS TRUTH IS 

UNFOLDED UNTO YOU, YOU DENY IT AS QUICKLY AS YOU CAN. 

How do you think all those marriages and bad habits of sexual intermingling could 

happen if there was only Adam and Eve? Would it not be most incestuous, in 

deductions with logic, that you cannot have four if there were only two? Unless you 

stop the silly mysticism and unto death defending of that which is totally absurd, you 

will never bring your world to right direction. 

By the way, I note that much of the "proof" of Jesus' words being said or not said are 

exampled from a movie called The Last Temptation of Christ, or something equally as 

stupid. I ask any of you men, even those of you who pronounce yourselves to be totally 

macho--do you ACTUALLY think that if you were hanging on a cross with your life 

blood flowing out, nails in hands, wrists and feet--with all the weight of a tall man's 

body hanging--that you would be pondering a roll in the hayloft with an ex-

prostitute? Blasphemous? Heretic? Don't be absurd, why would you "picket" and 

"protest" such incredible garbage? You lessen the stupidity of the picture as well as 

degrade the Master Teacher by giving one iota of mention or attention to such trash. 

Why do you ones not LIVE ACCORDING TO HIS TEACHINGS INSTEAD OF 

TROMPING AROUND WITH PLACARDS TRYING TO GET THE PICTURE-

MAKERS TO SHUT DOWN? YOU JUST CAUSE ALL OF THE CHEAP-MINDED 

PEOPLE TO GO WITNESS THE PICTURE--OF COURSE, "JUST TO SEE HOW 

BAD IT IS AND JUDGE IT". No, it is a hype and it gets exactly the reaction planned 

and you, again, like sheep to the pasture--one after--another rise up in righteous anger 

and allow your babies to be sent to kill and be killed in the Middle East. So be it! Until 

YOU (YOU) come into Truth and alignment with the Laws of God and The Creation-

-YOU are the one at cause of the downfall of your planet--each of the YOU’S get 

yourselves into control, the matter of evil and destruction would be indeed moot. 

The evil false teachers and scribes (how do you think they got to be called Scribes and 

Pharisees?) gave you a bill of goods to keep control in the hands of the Elite and 

subjugate you-the-people of all generations and sequence upon your globe. The entire 
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scenario from the first words of Genesis is orchestrated to cause you to lose control of 

self. But you don't WANT THE TRUTH AND, THUS, YOU SIMPLY PROCEED TO 

KILL THE MESSENGERS. WELL, I SUGGEST THE WORLD DID NOT BEGIN 

WITH A "BIG BANG" BUT I CAN ALMOST PROMISE YOU THAT IT WILL END 

WITH ONE. 

WHO WILL BE "SAVED"? AT THE RATE YOU ONES CONTINUE TO WALLOW 

IN THE LIES--NOT TOO MANY BECAUSE YOU DON'T HAVE THE FOGGIEST 

NOTION OF WHO OR HOW YOU GET OFF THAT PLACE, SHOULD IT 

DESTRUCT. THEREFORE, THOSE WHO WOULD CONTINUE TO KEEP YOU 

PLACATED COME UP WITH THE DANGEDEST STORIES AND YOU FALL ALL 

OVER YOURSELVES TO GET IN LINE--SAY--FOR A CLOUD SWOOPING WITH 

RAPTURE AND SINGING ANGELS AND HARP-PLAYERS--USE YOUR BRAINS, 

FOR GOODNESS SAKES! USE THOSE WONDROUS BRAINS GOD GAVE YOU AS 

THE ONLY UNIQUE GIFT AS HIS CREATION! TRUTH IS SO MUCH MORE 

WONDROUS AND GRAND; WHY DO YOU REMAIN IN THE MUD-WALLOW 

WHEN YOU COULD SOAR IN THE PERFECTION OF THE COSMOS? OH, YOU 

DON'T KNOW ANY BETTER? THEN WHY DON'T YOU LEARN BETTER? 

I have bad news for you who wait for nonsense and mystical ghosts to gather you up--

it is NOT going to come off! Furthermore, our commission, as the Hosts come to bring 

the Truth, only allows us to present the Truth--we force nothing and, therefore, it 

appears on any good "war day" that there will be very few we have to worry about 

hosting on the trip home. We literally witness ones grinning and joking and hoping 

they die in bed with a "good sex partner". 

Well, I hope you enjoy elicit experience for a very long, long duration for that which 

you attend now is that which will be carried with you--except the "partners" of 

neither sex will go with you! It is going to be a long time of learning those lessons of 

proper human actions--UNTIL YOU LEARN THEM. YOU WHO THINK THIS IS 

"IT" AND "SO WHAT" ARE WRONG--THERE IS INFINITY LEFT TO LEARN 

THOSE LESSONS OF GOD, FRIENDS--INFINITY. AND YOU WILL LEARN 

THEM. So be it.  

******* 

I ASSURE YOU THAT WHEN THE PROPER TIME IS AT HAND, YOU WILL 

HAVE NO TROUBLE RECOGNIZING GOD--UNTIL THAT TIME, YOU ARE 

GIVEN TRUTH--ABSOLUTE AND UNWAVERING RIGHT IN THE OPERATOR-

OWNER MANUAL (Phoenix Journals N° 27) WHICH IS COMING FORTH IN A 

COUPLE OF WEEKS. YOU ARE NOT WEAK AND HELPLESS BEINGS--YOU ARE 

THE HANDS, FEET AND VERY BEINGS OF GOD HIMSELF AND NOTHING CAN 

PREVAIL AGAINST YOU IF YOU STAND TALL IN THAT TRUTH. GET OFF 
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YOUR DUFFS, QUIT TOYING OVER WHO MAY AND MAY NOT SAVE YOU 

AND GET BUSY FOR YOU WILL SAVE YOU OR YE SHALL NOT BE SAVED!! 

Enjoy the other interests for God always enjoins you to study ALL that you have basis 

for recognizing Truth and GIVE YOUR POWER TO NO MAN NOR ENTITY FOR 

GOD DWELLS WITHIN THE TEMPLE WHICH IS YOU. The problem at present is 

that you are locked into that which is recognized as limits of time and space and, 

therefore, you are all but out of time and space upon your physical manifestation. It is 

time now for action--together with brother to reclaim in the name of God that which 

is yours for, in so-doing, you reclaim that which is God's. 

I have in my heart and hands a letter written from the bottom of a heart unto me, 

regarding the information coming forth about the so-called Jews. This being is of that 

ancestry of the Judeans and I am anguished by the cries of pain as the Truth is 

recognized and yet, the cry is that "but my father, etc., was not like that!" Of course 

not, precious ones, the manipulators are so few and have fooled you. There would be 

no problem if they had not been able to fool you through the lies. Evil cannot stand in 

Truth just as there is no shred of darkness within Light. That IS the great deceit--to 

claim to be that which is the opposing of self so that you follow after the wrong lamp-

bearer who blocks your thriving, limits your intake i.e., the church who pronounces 

works such as the Journals to be of Satan, evil and "do not read them". God says, 

"READ IT ALL SO THAT YE CAN JUDGE IN WISDOM"! So be it. 

This book and a couple more will likely strike some of you as boring and inane--sorry 

about that, but if you know not history--and you don't, then you are destined to 

repeat the errors--which you ARE! 

We are going to give you the history of the Khazars so that you know beyond a 

shadow of a doubt that which is your adversary and how it came to be your enemy in 

this day, 1991, while you were not looking. To do so I am going to quote some things 

which were given forth years ago. I give appreciation to one who has utilized this 

information in his own works, Dr. N. A. (Doc) Scott, be-cause the interview which I 

will share with you is succinct, factual and openly boasted some 15 years past--and 

you can rely on the fact that you have only walked into the deeper mire wearing the 

cement booties. 

What I will give herein will be a DIRECT, public interview by one Harold W. 

Rosenthal, who was administrative assistant for then-U.S. Senator Jacob K. Javits of 

New York. Rosenthal was an affirmed "Jew", "Zionist" and "Elite" worker, just as was 

Javits. 
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QUOTE: 

"We (Self-styled, so-called 'Jews')...continue to be amazed with the ease by which 

Christian Americans have fallen into our hands...naive Americans...we have TAUGHT 

them to SUBMIT to our every demand...Americans have not had a presidential choice 

since 1932. Roosevelt was our man; every president since Roosevelt has been our man. 

We...have put issue upon issue to the American people. Then we PROMOTE BOTH 

SIDES of the issue as confusion reigns". 

"With their eyes fixed on the issues, they fail to see who is BEHIND EVERY scene. 

We... toy with the American public as a cat toys with a mouse. The blood of the 

masses will flow as we wait for our day of WORLD VICTORY...The naive politicians 

in WASHINGTON are gullible. Most of them are not too bright...the 

powerful...lobbyists influenced... years ago (federal funds to aid Israel) and there is no 

one strong enough to stop it... Some of that money is returned to the United States 

and spent on Zionist propaganda...through B'nai B'rith... Conference of Jewish 

Organizations... World Jewish Congress... tax free so long as we are smart enough to 

get away with it…" 

"ANTI-SEMITISM DOES NOT SIGNIFY OPPOSITION TO SEMITISM. THERE IS 

NO SUCH THING! It is an expression we...use effectively as a SMEARWORD...used 

to brand...anyone who brings criticism against (us)...We use it against HATE-

mongers...(we are) the most intelligent people in the world... If it benefits (us) to 

change names (we) do so. That's all there is to it". 

"...I'd say more than 90% (of us) know what is really happening to our people. We 

have COMMUNICATION unequalled anywhere...It is an established rule to destroy 

all members of pre-existing government...the Police, State Police, Army officers and 

their families and relatives...In Russia, there are TWO distinct GOVERNMENTS -- 

one visible and the other invisible... The INVISIBLE rulers of the communist countries 

have a world CONTROL over the propaganda and the governments in free countries. 

The cultural and intellectual influence of Judaism is felt throughout the entire 

world...MONEY is more important than morality". 

"We can accomplish anything with money...Israel can now win in any encounter...It 

will also be the base for World Government Headquarters. We CONTROL EVERY 

MEDIA of expression...newspapers, magazines, radio, television...even your music! We 

CENSOR...before long we will have COMPLETE CONTROL OF YOUR 

THINKING..." 

"The richest plum...(we) took over the publication of ALL SCHOOL 

MATERIALS...could MOLD public opinion to suit OUR PURPOSES. The people are 

only stupid pigs that grunt and squeal the chants we give them...truth or lies. There is 
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no...silent majority...only thing that exists is an UNTHINKING MAJORITY and 

unthinking they will remain...their ESCAPE from our rigorous service is the opiate of 

our ENTERTAINMENT industry. We have castrated society through FEAR AND 

INTIMIDATION. Its manhood exists only in combination with a 

feminine…appearance...being so neutered, the populace has become DOCILE AND 

EASILY RULED...their thoughts...only with the present toil and the next meal...You 

have become addicted to our MEDICINE through which we have become your 

absolute masters". 

"Religion...our CONTROL of the textbook industry...news media...able to hold 

ourselves up as AUTHORITIES...our rabbis now hold professorships in supposed 

Christian theological seminaries. We are amazed by the Christians' 

stupidity...Judaism is not only the teaching of the synagogue, but also the doctrine of 

every Christian Church in America. Through our propaganda the church has become 

our most avid supporter...their believing in the lie that we are the 'chosen people' and 

they, the gentiles". (Comment: Semitic Hebrews and the Church are "chosen", with 

key qualifications in Bibles). "These deluded children of the church defend us to the 

point of DESTROYING their own culture... The ignorant Christians... attack the 

crusaders even if they are members of their own families... Through our influence of 

religion we were able to involve the ignorant white Christians in WARS against 

themselves, which always impoverished both sides while we reaped a financial and 

political harvest..." 

"Through religion we have gained complete CONTROL of society, government and 

economics. The gullible clergy---instruct their parishioners that we are a special, 

chosen people...These PULPIT PARROTS extol our goodness for loaning them the 

MONEY to build their temples, never realizing that their own holy book condemns all 

USURY...pay our exorbitant INTEREST...they have led society into our CONTROL 

through the same practice". 

END OF QUOTING 

Ponder these things for your very destiny hangs as the time-bomb above thine heads 

awaiting the detonation. When you ask God, with right intent, the 

answers/confirmations are given. 

THE CALL COMPELS THE ANSWER 

 

ACTUAL CONFLICT 

From known history, the significant fragments must be sifted out and put into a 

meaningful order, if we are to make sense of what is now happening to the human 
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species. The cultural storm system cannot be viewed as a whole without giving 

attention to "the eye of the storm". I make no comment regarding rationale or 

differences in spiritual aspects regarding this particular "being" but do give undivided 

attention to the circumstance and that which ensued. You have had historians who 

acknowledge and summarize the most common attitudes toward "the eye of the 

storm" in your current area of mixed cultures. 

In one way it was stated that "Whether for good or ill, whether fact or fiction, the 

story of Jesus has had an effect--perhaps an enormous effect--in determining human 

destiny. In the United States there are two conspicuous views of the story. One is held 

by those who believe that Jesus was a "supernatural" being, that all people in the 

world have "sinned", and that Jesus was crucified as a sacrifice for their "sins". The 

other is held by those who look upon the first group as a bunch of "born-again boobs", 

and wish the whole story had never gotten started. Well, I'm sure that Emmanuel of 

"Jesus" fame wishes his presence had not been taken and made into deceit and 

delusion of a whole civilization--for whether or not you believe--the mere mythology 

becomes a focus. 

From time to time, obscure and perceptive writers--and even a few who are not so 

obscure, have presented a third viewpoint. They have taken the view that the stay of 

Jesus IS significant and it is most significant when told absolutely straight. 

The next statement will be news to most of you--Thomas Jefferson presented one 

"straight" version in his comments bound with the American Christian Bible. One 

historian in point is Erik Holden who carried on the work of sifting out significant 

fragments as started by John Harland. Holden contrasts the significance of the 

straight story with that of the one accepted by many institutional religions. 

The extracts from the Bible that were put together by Jefferson left out the writings of 

Paul (I hope herein you will refer back to AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME 

IMMANUEL to find out the FACTS regarding Paul. As a matter of fact, we greatly 

honor Paul in this current time for he is making every effort to rectify his 

misinformation) and the totally reversed twist to the story that was adopted by the 

Council of Nice in 325 A.D. The so-called Jefferson Bible has been generally 

suppressed as is all truth; the editions that were previously available were couched in 

comments that came close to being apologies to Khazars (Jews) and to so-called 

Judaeo-Christians for what Jefferson left out. Holden looks at the story very much as 

Jefferson did. Inasmuch as Jefferson was the author of the Declaration of 

Independence and was also a man who rejected institutional Christianity, while 

asserting that he was a real Christian, Holden has chosen a highly significant starting 

point. 
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The American Christian Bible is of vital significance for the American people at the 

present time. The current conflict between the culture of individual sovereignty and, 

for that matter, individual national sovereignty, and the culture of manipulated masses 

is the same that has been going on for two thousand years. The imposition into 

Northern Europe of what the Catholic church called Christianity was the original 

focal point of the conflict. 

The segregated Northern Europeans, who were so careful to preserve their no-man's 

land, were not conquered by the armed force of any manipulated masses from outside. 

Their enemies slyly injected the culture of manipulated masses into Northern Europe, 

and then used manipulated masses of Northern Europeans to force the culture which 

destroyed their own culture, and millions of people bred by that culture, on other 

Northern Europeans. 

Incredible as it seems, two thousand years later the same tactics are still just as 

effective. The two greatest wars the world has ever known were between people bred 

by the culture of individual sovereignty fighting others of the same breeding. What 

manipulators call "the richness achieved by mixing cultures" is a synthesized drug; 

that drug destroys all perception; it renders people responsive to suggestions for 

insane action. 

 

HISTORICALLY SIGNIFICANT FACTS 

The culture slyly injected into Northern Europe centuries ago remains the focal point 

of the current conflict. Many, who think it was religion that was injected, may tend to 

dismiss that statement by saying "religion no longer carries significant weight in 

practical matters". But to them we must say: Hear us out. We are not talking about 

what some falsely categorize as religion. We are talking about culture. 

The mass manipulative culture of the medieval Catholic Church was implemented by 

wholesale slaughter, torture racks, and public burnings, as one facet of cultural action. 

The other was church "authorized" marriage, church christenings, and church schools 

for the children of those allowed to leave progeny. The path of that foreign culture of 

mass manipulation, as it selectively killed some people and encouraged the breeding of 

others, marked the sharp line of conflict with the culture that had bred the Northern 

Europeans. 

Theretofore the foreign culture, in its usual dragon form, had been recognized and 

successfully opposed. Now it was not recognized because individuals merely carried 

its seeds. To get across the no-man's land these individual saboteurs had to have a 

passport. Harland describes the passport, which gave passage to the foreign culture's 

advocates, as being like a two-sided coin. The teachings of Jesus were on one side; the 
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teachings of the Nomadic Khazar (so-called Jewish) Nation were on the other. The 

priests who gained passage were the ones skilled in deftly flipping the coin from side 

to side to make it fit the occasion. 

Currently the same trick is performed--all day every day, in the U.S.--by those who 

have unconstitutional control of radio and television stations. In current use the two-

sided coin is the hyphenated word: Judaeo-Christianity. 

We need to most carefully examine the two-sided passport that has played such 

havoc with the culture of individual sovereignty. 

Before Jesus, the Nomadic Khazar Nation was only a minor nuisance to the Roman 

Empire. The Nomadic Khazar Nation became a factor of worldwide significance only 

because it was the weather front for one culture when the two opposing cultures met 

with Jesus, "the eye of the storm". The whole storm system falls within our subject. 

 

INVENTING GOD 

Benefiting by a view that now stretches over two thousand years, you can recognize 

that the opposing cultural winds did not meet at the focal point where Jesus was born 

among the Judeans "just by accident". Although the Khazars were only a minor 

nuisance to the Roman Empire, they were the world's most pronounced weather front 

for the culture of manipulated masses. The Khazarian people exemplified the products 

of the manipulated mass culture more clearly than any people on earth. Also they 

advocated the culture, itself, more conspicuously than any people on earth. They had 

rationally and deliberately formalized the significant direction of the primitive culture 

by inventing a "god" who opposed Nature. 

Most current Khazars (now labeling themselves as so-called Jews) no longer believe 

any such "god" exists but, nonetheless, their well-known objective of "victory over 

nature" and their anti-Nature "morality", which they either claim was decreed by the 

"god" they invented or follows logically from their atheistic communism, remains the 

focal point of the tradition that coordinates their actions. According to the spokesmen 

for their "god" they are a people chosen by their "god" for the role of the world's 

manipulators. They are repulsed by any need for contact with Nature. Their 

spokesmen tell them that their "god" promises them that they need have no contact 

with Nature, that they can live off the milk and honey produced by other peoples. 

Their culture has bred them for such complete lack of respect for, and perception of, 

Nature that they remain totally blind to the fact that their objective of "victory over 

nature" would accomplish precisely what the regressive insects have "accomplished". 

It would push regression of the entire human species to the point of no return. When 

the cultural storm system developed, the core of the culture diametrically opposing 
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the one the Khazars had formalized was isolated in Northern Europe. The Greeks, 

although biological products of that culture, had compromised it while trying to rule 

over peoples bred for mass manipulation. However, they had thirteen cities designed 

as samples of Greek civilization located around the area where Jesus was born. 

Although diluted and confused, some color, or breath of wind, suggesting the 

existence of an alternative to the culture of manipulated masses had permeated the 

area. 

A much keener perception than that usually found among the so-called Jews 

(Khazarians) was needed to sense the color, or feel the faint breeze, and to visualize 

what would happen if the culture indicated by the faint breeze came in full force. The 

culture had been weakened by the Greeks' compromises but, from the same direction 

as the breath of wind that hinted at an alternative culture's existence, could be sensed 

the movement that was the whole of Nature. The faint cultural breath told that the 

culture both supported Nature and was backed by nature. The suggestion, however 

faint, that such a widely different culture did exist would be enormously significant to 

anyone with perception who was caught in a squeeze play between the advocates of 

two cultures fighting for dominance--when both the cultures were just different forms 

of mass manipulation. 

The Romans had power over the Khazars. The Khazars bent to Roman rule in the 

open and fought it in secret. Born among the Judeans, Jesus was under the usual 

Judean pressure to side with the Khazarians against the Romans, but he recognized 

that they both moved in the same cultural direction and therefore, HE WAS 

OPPOSED TO BOTH! 

What mass manipulators have interpreted as the "non-violence" teachings of Jesus 

was something utterly different. Jesus advocated and practiced a policy of not taking 

sides between two systems that both had the same direction of mass manipulation--

this held true much later with the group of Essenes who asked for his sanction and 

participation within their specific group--at which point he rapidly took total and 

complete leave of them while at the same time announcing to his people that they 

would CLAIM HIM TO BE ONE OF THEM. You must further understand that at that 

time the term or label "Jesus" was not attached to the entity at all. He was called 

Emmanuel, Esu etc. not Jesus. Paul later conjured and labeled the master teacher by 

that handle after traveling in Greece. If you know nothing of history and fact--how 

can you even know that which you worship?--for it is often false. 
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DOCTRINE OF GOD 

The god of the cults is very different from the God of the Bible. [Hatonn: And for that 

we most surely thank God]. For instance, the God of Mormonism used to be a man 

and is a product of evolution. He was a man at one time but through a process of time 

has evolved into being God and therefore, we who are men today can also become God 

through a process of evolution. The God of the Bible is eternal and is the same 

yesterday, today, and forever. 

Who said? Whose Bible? The one you labeled "Christ" proclaimed that anything He 

could do, you can do better! That sir, came right out of YOUR Bible. How do YOU 

know that those ones don't eventually "evolve" into God? Now, you do, in addition, 

state that, "The God of the Bible is eternal and is the same yesterday, today, and 

forever". BUT, God also says "...thou shalt not place limitations upon my being for I am 

without limitation and I am infinite". Where does this author claim "authority" to so 

limit God in sameness--I suggest God shall be and do anything He wishes to be and/or 

do. Oh, I see, it is written in YOUR Bible! Which translation is your Bible? Who 

scribed the translation? When? How much did you PAY for your copy of the book you 

quote? Is it in no way tainted by another's translation/understanding? I believe most 

of the Bible which you may or may not have was first written in Arabic but ALL came 

through the translation of German scholars. Yes, those same Germans who produced 

Adolf Hitler and the Nazis--surely they did not tamper with any of God's Truth in the 

flowing through. Again, I CARE NOT WHAT YOURS, OR ANY OTHER BOOK 

SAYS--IF IT BE TRUTH OF THE CHRIST PATH AND WITHIN THE LAWS OF 

GOD--IT MATTERS NOT WHO TRANSLATES IT. I find very little of either in these 

projections thus far in regards to the matter. 

The greater point herein, however, is who pronounces the "DOCTRINE" of God. If 

God is eternal and Man, by your rejection of the Mormon Godness belief--who can 

know what is the "doctrine" of God? At best all you can do is pronounce the "doctrine" 

as interpreted by a MAN of what he thinks God’s doctrine might be--in my own 

opinion, even that does not match that which is YOUR doctrine, sir. 

 

JMMANUEL 

A perplexing aspect of your unfolding truth unto you, is your refusal to even look at 

that which contradicts in any manner that which you have been told--BY MAN, IN 

MAN’S NAME AND WITH AND THROUGH MAN’S TRANSLATIONS. HOW 

CAN YOU LEARN IF YOU REFUSE TO LOOK? 

Why does it disturb man so much to come into truth regarding extrarestrial (which 

means--not of terrestrial; nothing more and no lesser). Ones stand in the pulpits of 
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your "Churches" and pronounce that his or her knowledge is directly from God or 

Christ--do you now denounce your own truth of the projection by discounting 

extraterrestrials and/or communication with them? By all definitions, God and/or 

Jesus Immanuel are extraterrestrials as you define the term--both are etheric and 

"speak" to "receivers" in this same manner! Why do you pronounce our words to be of 

evil, Satanic content and methods?--Satan is a very physical, earthy worker brothers--

who is he more apt to tamper with--YOU OF EARTHBOUND WHO CAN STILL BE 

DECEIVED OR WE, WHO ALREADY KNOW HIM FOR THAT WHICH HE IS?? 

EARTH IS IN THE AGE OF CHAOS AND SATANIC RULE--WHO DO YOU 

BELIEVE MIGHT BE GIVING YOU A SONG AND DANCE? 

Extraterrestrials have had many experiences in events as outlaid in that which you 

call your Bibles. I again make reference to the scriptum about Jmmanuel (Immanuel, 

Emmanuel, Iisa, Essa, Esu, "Jesus"). 

The scriptum is a document written by one, Judas Ischarioth, one of the few disciples 

with an education, my friends. He could read and write. The facts are such that his 

written words bear the truth and the projectors of the false history as projected upon 

you, would be in great panic to have truth presented and blow away the lies. Because 

Earth man doesn’t like the truth does not in the least change the truth of it for 

TRUTH IS! EARTH MAN CONFUSES THE HISTORICAL TRUTH OF ONE, JUDAS 

ISCHARIOTH AND ONE, JUDA IHARIOTH. Is this such a hard disclosure to accept 

that perhaps in 2,000 years someone might make translation and typographical errors? 

Come now, allow him who is without error to cast of the first stone! I can only suggest 

that you obtain and read carefully indeed, AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME 

IMMANUEL. The Master "Jesus", as you label him, oversaw the translation of the 

Arabaic scrolls--there are some misunderstandings of projections in some instances 

due only to lack of common definition of translated words. If you become enslaved to 

a point of record some 2,000 years past, you miss the point of the Christ’s 

manifestation at that time. He came to teach, lead and show you the fact of 

immortality. He experienced as a human and suffered as a human--YOU OF THE 

HUMAN MISSED THE POINT OF THE JOURNEY! 

 

HISTORICAL ASPECTS OF THIS STRANGE MAN 

This so-called Jesus is a figure of late antiquity, living on the margin of the Hellenistic-

Roman world. In a period of luminous history, he spent his life in obscurity, barely 

noticed by the outside world. What part could this man who did not calculate at all 

have in a calculating, realistic, rationalized world where nothing mattered but power? 

From the standpoint of all material reality, his life was a mistake and could only end in 

failure. 
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Compared to the archaic "Jewish"?!? prophets, who seem cast in bronze, he seems 

contemplate, ambiguous, and volatile. But compared with the Hellenistic-Roman 

world, he has the originality of a first beginning. Some have tarried to explain Jesus as 

one of the many religious or political fanatics of his time. He has been identified with 

the apocalyptic movement that was widespread in the Near East, with such sects as 

the Essenes who sought salvation in a life of purity and serene brotherhood, or with 

the revolutionary movements proclaiming a Messiah who would restore the kingdom 

of "Israel" (?!?); he has been numbered among the wandering prophets spoken of by 

Celsus, who went about the cities, temples, army camps, begging, telling fortunes, 

claiming to be sent by God to save other men and cursing those who would 

acknowledge them; and he has been likened to the artisans who wandered about the 

desert with the Bedouins, destitute but carefree, watching their battles but taking no 

part, caring for the wounded on both sides, men of peace, living successfully among 

warriors. 

Now I ask you to contemplate the above description--be it of anyone--and with 

reason, discern if THAT IS OF GOD? God is total clarity with the only mystery being 

that which is simply not yet understood--but totally open for the learning as ye will 

do so. He gave succinct and easily understood instructions for behavior of your species 

and gave forth the command, further, to live within the balance of the Natural 

Creation. Would a true messenger of a God who already had given those 

pronouncements upon His people--present such stupid contradictions? If he truly did 

so, how long do you really think he would last? Ah, but the adversary deceives, 

confuses and lasts until the ending of your "physical" at which point he dumps you 

into the void of more confusion. WHO DOES THE ABOVE DESCRIPTION SEEM TO 

BEST FIT? GOD OR SATAN? 

Ah yes, let us continue with this brilliant historical dissertation from a most learned 

historian: 

Jesus may have something in common with all these types. Certain aspects of their 

lives and modes of thought provide a possible framework for his existence. But once 

this is recognized, the reality of Jesus shatters the framework, for it is utterly different 

in meaning, origin, and dignity. He reveals breadths, and depths unknown to the 

others. All those who came forward as Messiahs were executed and forgotten; when 

they had failed, their followers ceased to believe in them. The religious fanatics lost 

themselves in particulars and externals. If so many heterogeneous types can cast a 

light on Jesus, it only goes to show that he belongs to none of them. 

It has been said, rightly perhaps, that there was nothing new in the teachings of Jesus. 

He accepted the knowledge of those about him, worked with traditional ideas. The 

God that he loved so intensely was the "Jewish"?!? God. It never occurred to him to 

break with the "Jewish"?!? faith. Like the ancient Prophets, he lived in it, while 
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opposing the congealed forms and dogmas of the priests. Historically, he is the last of 

the "Jewish"?!? Prophets. He cites them often and explicitly. OR DID I? SEEMS I 

REMEMBER DENOUNCING THEM AS LIARS, THIEVES AND EVIL. I 

DENOUNCED THEIR RELIGIOUS PRACTICES AND CONTINUALLY GOT 

THROWN OUT OF THE TEMPLES--HOW SO, THAT I SO CONVENIENTLY GOT 

BROUGHT BACK WITHIN? 

But let us go on: 

But if only because of the changed world, there was a difference between Jesus and the 

ancient Prophets. They had lived in an independent Jewish [I give up--we will have to 

use the term for the historian used it over and over again] State and witnessed its 

decline and end. Jesus lived in a long-stabilized and politically dependent Jewish 

theocracy. Between the political independence of the Jews and their final dispersion 

after the destruction of Jerusalem, there elapsed a period of five centuries marked by 

many of the most fervent Psalms, the Books of Ecclesiastes and Job--and the career of 

Jesus. The Jewish theocracy cast him out, as the priests in the days of the Kings had 

attempted to cast out the Prophets. The Talmudic Jews of the Diaspora who accepted 

the old Prophets as part of the canon could no longer accept Jesus, for in the 

meanwhile Gentiles had built a world religion around him. 

Historically, Jesus' faith in God is one of the great creations of Jewish Biblical religion. 

The God of Jesus, the God of the Bible, is no longer one of the Oriental gods from 

whom Yahweh was descended. Gradually He had lost his Oriental cruelty and lust for 

offerings, largely through the Prophets who molded a more profound conception of 

sacrifice and spoke their last word in Jesus. Nor is this God one of the grandiose 

mythical figures who symbolized and so sublimated and guided the primordial forces 

of human existence, after the manner of Athene, Apollo, and all the rest; He is the 

imageless, formless ONE. Yet He is not a mere universal power; He is not the world 

reason of Greek philosophy, but an active person. Nor is He the unfathomable Being 

with which man achieves mystical union in meditation; He is the absolutely Other, 

which can be believed but not seen. He is absolute transcendence, before the world 

and outside of the world, and He is the creator of the world. In relation to the world 

and man, He is will: "He spoke, and it was done; He commanded, and it stood fast." 

Impenetrable in His decisions, He is trusted and obeyed without reserve. He is the 

judge who sees man's most hidden thoughts, and before whom man must give an 

accounting. He is the father who loves and forgives, in whose presence man knows 

himself to be a child of God. He is jealous and hard, but merciful and compassionate. 

Remote and unapproachable, He governs from afar, but He is close at hand, speaking 

in man's heart and communicating His imperatives. He is not mute and intangible like 

the One Being of speculation; rather, He is the living God who speaks directly to each 

man. 
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And this one goes on to say: 

Jesus believed in the God of the Old Testament and fulfilled the old Prophetic religion. 

Like Jeremiah, he was a Jew, pure of heart, freed from all bonds of law, ritual, and cult. 

He did not reject all these forms, but subordinated them to the present will of God. 

Once again Jesus embodied the Prophetic faith, which sustained him as it had 

sustained men for centuries. 

Is it yet occurring to any of you that the one labeled "Jesus" by Paul was not the one 

who experienced in Christness? Does it yet touch your imaginings that this "Jesus" 

conjured by Saul of Tarsus and about whom Paul spent his remaining days touting-- 

was simply a conjured symbol of this misgiven Man? There is almost NOTHING 

within the writings of your so-called Bible which reflects that which a Christed 

beings would be! The things that were given in Truth regarding the Commandments 

and method of life law, are now finally being voted-in/out as well. 

The one who pronounced himself "apostle" of the Christ and labeled that one, Jesus-- 

wrote the "bible" to suit his needs for control and power--began the "churches" and 

destroyed the species! I SUGGEST YOU PONDER THIS FOR A WHILE BEFORE 

WE MOVE ON. SINCE PAUL WROTE THE INSTRUCTIONS AND SUPPOSED 

WORD OF GOD AND CHRIST--CHRISTIANITY BECAME THE MOST HEINOUS, 

UNMERCIFUL AND DEADLY MURDEROUS MOVEMENT ON THE FACE OF 

YOUR PLANET! AND STILL, YOU GO TO WAR WITH THE BANNER OF GOD 

FLAPPING IN THE WINDS WHILE YOU DEFILE THE VERY PRESENCE OF HIS 

GOODNESS. SO BE IT FOR I JOSH YOU NOT--YOU WILL SET THINGS TO 

RIGHT OR YOU SHALL FIND YOURSELVES AND YOUR UNHOLY NESTS IN 

THE PITS WITH THE VIPERS WHOM YOU HAVE COME TO WORSHIP! AND 

SO HAS IT COME TO BE UPON YOUR PLACE--JUST AS THE PROPHECIES SAID 

IT WOULD COME TO BE. SALU. 

Man must be given into TRUTH before he passes from this experience. MAN can no 

longer live by the lie for he has destroyed all that has come into his clutches--Man has 

become one with the adversary whom he serves.  

I AM 

 

FALSE DOCTRINE OF SAUL 

One day as I spake, having finished, a man named Saul came to me and said. "You are 

preaching heresy; and it is strange to me from the very beginning. It seems stupid and 

your spirit seems totally confused", But, I patiently heard him out and then I spoke 

clearly unto him: "How can you tell me that I am confused in spirit whereas it is YOU 
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who is confused in spirit?' Verily I say to you, You, Saul, are persecuting me, as well as 

my people, because of teachings of Truth, but you will change your mind. 

"There shall be the day following this when your name shall be known as Paul and you 

shall be given to travel in all different directions, and you shall have to suffer for 

having called the teachings of God and The Creation, heresy, and my spirit confused. 

But you will heap upon your shoulders a great burden, for in your lack of 

understanding you will misunderstand my teachings and likewise preach it falsely. 

Your speech will be confused; and the people all over the world will be in bondage to 

it as servants to it and worship the false doctrine. 

"Inasmuch as you will place the land of the Greek in bondage to an evil cult with your 

false teachings, thus you will call me in their language 'the anointed'. It will be the 

fault of your ignorance that they will call me Jesus Christ which means 'the anointed'. 

And it will be the fault of your ignorance that because of this name human blood will 

be shed, so much that it cannot be contained in all the existing containers. 

"You continue to persecute me and my disciples because of my teaching but soon the 

time will come and you shall change of your mind when you will face me again at 

another time and will assume that I am a spirit. Verily I say to you, as so many others, 

you will be to blame greatly that the teachings of Truth are adulterated and that the 

human races build erroneous cults and become mired in the evil given unto them to 

experience. YOU WILL BE THE CORNERSTONE FOR THE SENSELESSNESS 

THAT I WILL BE CALLED JESUS CHRIST, AND THE REDEEMER OF A FALSE 

CULT. 

Some two years passed from that day and I was taken into Syria by my cosmic 

brothers and I lived in Damascus--without being recognized. After those two years my 

brother, Thomas, and beloved Judas Ischarioth came to abide with me and Thomas 

told of the falsifying of the teachings and touting of my being the equal to the Creation 

and thus and so. But most important at that day, was that they said that a great enemy 

had arisen against me, namely the one, Saul. He was foaming with rage and cast 

threats against my disciples and all who believed in my teachings. He was having 

letters written to the synagogues in all countries so that those who would follow my 

new teaching would be bound and taken to Jerusalem. No difference would be made 

whether it be a woman or a man or a child, for they would all be put to death. 

I told my beloved friends to be not afraid, the time would soon come when Saul would 

be taught contrary to his evil thinking. 

You see, through the passage of the tribulation I had attained great power in the 

presence of Being. I knew that Saul was already on his journey to Damascus where he 
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would follow my friends and take them again unto Jerusalem where they would be 

slain. 

But I knew, already, that which I would do. I would simply confront Saul and, since he 

believed me to be dead, he would assume me to be a ghost. Not only had I the ability 

to radiate great and brilliant light from my being but I was not beyond a little magic 

demonstration as well. So, in full intent, I and my friend, who had helped me with the 

things for the "show", set off from the city along the road to Galilee. 

For two days we waited a day's trip away from Damascus, in the cliffs, and prepared 

for our encounter. During the night we saw a group coming, among them Saul, the 

persecutor of my people. 

When they were close, I struck a fire and threw it into the compound prepared to give 

off a brilliant phosphorescent flash of great intensity. It spread a tremendously bright 

light, and the group was blinded. Then I stepped forward and said very loudly: "Saul, 

Saul, why do you continue to persecute my disciples?" Saul, however, was afraid to say 

the least, fell on the ground, and cried out, "Who are you who speaks to me like this?" 

I simply said: "I am Immanuel whom you persecute in your hatred, as you do my 

disciples. Get up and go into the city and let them teach you according to how you are 

supposed to live". 

But Saul was very much too afraid to get up and said: "But you are he whom they slew, 

so you are dead and speaking to me now as a ghost." I simply did not give answer! 

Saul got to his feet but his eyes were still blinded and ones from the rear of his troops 

had to lead him into Damascus. He did not see for about three days for his eyes were 

unresponsive due to the great shock of the light blast. Besides, he was a babbling and 

terrified being at that particular time and hysteria was as damaging to his being as 

was the physical aspect of any light show. 

Then I sent a disciple to tend of Saul and teach to him the new teaching, so that he 

slowly began to understand. It mattered not for he was greatly confused and 

misunderstood much and talked in a constant but confused manner. Further, he was 

totally confused in spirit and knowing not that which was Truth from that which he 

conjured, he went about and preached confused things to the people. He was never 

able to cast off the teachings of the old false doctrines and did, in fact, cause a reign of 

terror and bloodshed to be loosed upon the lands as nothing before or since. 

It is not my intent in this writing to go further into detail regarding Saul (Paul) for 

that is something that needs far more inspection than this segment allows. 

Now you see, what we have here in the description of the historian regarding my 

teachings: "Go not into the way of the Gentiles,...but go rather to the lost sheep of the 
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house of Israel". [No, it could not have been so--for there was no "Israel". The word 

israel only meant, God's chosen, and why would I send teachers to those already 

chosen and accepted by God? Israel as a place had no meaning whatsoever]. 

Apparently this "Jesus" learned to his sorrow how paltry and unreliable the results of 

his preaching could be. The seed falls on fertile and on barren soil. Many receive the 

message with joy, but they are children of the moment. The cares of the world, the 

delusion of riches, carnal desires stifle the word. Nearly all have a pretext, like the 

wedding guests in the parable, Jesus utters his disappointment. "I stood in the midst 

of the world... and found all men drunken, and none did I find thirsting among them, 

and my soul is afflicted for the sons of men, because they are blind in their heart and 

see not". "Many are called but few are chosen". [So be it and amen]. 

Do you not yet see, that if I was Emmanuel, Esu, I was not "Jesus" for the Bible itself 

was not written for some three hundred years after my passing and therefore if the 

writings utilized bore the inscription of "Jesus"--it was not of my projection. The very 

purpose of my coming in the first place was to NOT be set aside from MAN--to not be 

"the anointed ONE"--I was to experience as Man so that all Men could see and Know 

of their own divinity; that I was not more than they. Do I disdain the name "Jesus"? Of 

course not, and when spoken unto me in petition--I hear it very, very well--it is only 

for your confirmation that that which I bring unto you NOW can be verified--for if 

you will turn unto the records which are preserved from the historical data you will 

find that this which I now project is Truth. German Hebrew scholars chose that 

which would be placed in that which you call the Holy Bible. And further, the 

Hebrew Zionist elder men of Wisdom did write of the rules within the Talmud 

and gave forth protocols therefrom for the founding of a land of Zion which 

would encompass the planet. 

In the corruption of the teachings I brought, the ones who had followed became more 

confused because of the contradictions. We shall look into what seems to be the 

"historical" events of this new Idea as the Man passed and the Religion was birthed. 

Let us, however, now take rest. I do not wish to overload all thine own circuits, but 

the time is at hand for Truth and the stopping of the fantasy which has all but 

destroyed and you wondrous creations of the Creator Mighty. I am sent again that 

there not be longer, misunderstanding. Ye will do that which ye will do--but you will 

do it in knowing and denial or you will turn from the lie.  

The choice now, as then, is yours. Good day. 

I AM 
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ESU SANANDA 

Blessings and peace unto you ones. May we bring clarity and understanding in our 

WORDS. 

While I lived, the disciples shared my belief in God--for it seemed the thing to do at 

the time and my own faith was great enough to bear them up. They even believed in 

the Kingdom of Heaven--as well as that there would be an ending to the world as it 

was then known. When I was no longer present, they, like ones now, dispersed. There 

was, however a regathering as they realized that I was not "gone". How do we get over 

the hurdle of having to have some form of illusion in physical formation to convince 

the beings of the illusion? 

They thought they had seen me dead--for it never occurred to them otherwise--then, it 

was obvious that they saw me "no longer dead", so what could it mean? It mattered 

not that which I said unto them about life and death and thus and so--for they had 

seen me "dead" and now "no longer dead" so THEY HAD OBVIOUSLY SEEN ME RISE 

FROM THE DEAD--OR SOMETHING! 

Now, we moved on into the heart of the matter which could later be misconstrued, 

lied about and made into a religion--now they no longer believed with me in God, but 

without this man, Esu (Jesus)--in Christ arisen. The step had been taken from the 

religion proclaimed by me, the man, a "prophet" of the Hebrew religion, to the 

Christian religion. While I lived, there was no such thing. The step was one easily 

taken but would have died completely out had Saul not turned up the steam in the 

cooker and saw a good way to make a sweeping change in the very structure of Man's 

existence. Poor Saul, he actually believed he did "good" and yet he knew no better than 

to cram and force this new doctrine upon the masses, thus creating the bloodbaths of 

Hell upon a planet. Let it be recognized that at the time it was not "One Man called 

Jesus or Esu Emmanuel" that basically changed a world--it was at the hands of the 

ignorant and deceivers through conjured stories and pronouncements, rules and 

regulations that a planet was changed. I believe if you look about the degenerating 

world--that it lacked and still lacks almost all Godly expression. You act in the name 

of God--but it is NOT the Holy God of Divine Truth and Light within the Divine and 

Balanced Natural Creation. Now you had best go back and start rereading the 

Khazarian history as given unto you. For it was with the upstart of the Holy Church 

of Rome that the real clamps came down in the most evil eras that would ever befall a 

people. 

TODAY, YOU CAN WITNESS THE "FATHER" OF THAT VERY CHURCH--PUSH 

THE "NEW WORLD--ONE WORLD--ORDER". 
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Further, the followers of the Man Esu, the first "Christians", withdrew from the area of 

historic perception, for the supporters of Christ became an utterly intangible thing, 

oscillating ambiguously between being and nonbeing. It was Saul (Paul) who first led 

"Christianity" into the sphere of history. It is a total delusion to make Christianity 

begin with one called Jesus, Esu or Emmanuel--as a historical individual. 

The history of Christianity is not yet complete. Because of the part played by the 

Church in remaking a Western world that had fallen into barbarism, and because the 

entire spiritual life of Latin and Germanic Europe is permeated with motifs 

originating in Christianity, all Christian churches seem to have something in common. 

This common element forms a bond between the many Christian churches that have 

fought each other to the death, the orthodox and the heretics, and even the indifferent 

who have grown up in the Christian world. But it is not permissible to define the 

common element as the "essence" of Christianity and on the basis of such a definition 

to judge what is Christian and what is not. From a historical point of view, such 

definitions can never be anything more than speculative ideal types of Christianity or 

dogmatic tenets on the strength of which particular churches or groups claim to be 

the sole repositories of Christianity, while all others are no better than heretics or 

heathen. Thus, insofar as the Western world is "Christian" if you wish to label it that, 

this Christian element, when it is not usurped by limited groups from the Roman 

Catholic Church to the Protestant sects, can only be the Biblical religion, which 

encompasses all Christian faiths as well as the so-called Jews and those who believe 

with a church and even in some way those who expressly abjure all faith. Reread that 

please. Note that you have become a world of factions based on various BIBLES, not 

based on Godness nor anything of higher understanding. You have limited your 

existence to that of the physical plane and have efforted to completely sever your 

attachment to the Truth which you are. 

Biblical religion thus becomes the all-embracing whole, reaching through the 

millennia from Abraham to our own day; no Westerner can disregard it, but no one is 

entitled to claim it for his own possession. Every man who lives in a bond with the 

Biblical religion finds his sustenance in it, selecting and stressing what he wishes. It is 

only when all the figures of the Biblical religion have been forgotten that the Christian 

West will be at an end. You see, that will not be too long in coping--for the one you 

remember, this "Jesus", was not--for he was a conjured fabrication of Saul of Tarsus. 

The Christ was missed just as He is missed in every journey through your expression.  

The "Christ" is actually "christ" which is a state of being and is NOT a physical 

manifestation. CHRIST--IS A STATE OF BEING. YOU CANNOT HOLD TO GOD 

OR CHRIST THROUGH ANY MAN! The expression of God as human physical 

projection is NOT GOD NOR CHRIST NOR, NOR--FOR THOSE THINGS ARE 

NOT OF THE PHYSICAL EXPRESSION. 
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The Man in point is one element in the "BIBLICAL" religion, an clement of paramount 

importance for those who believe that one to be the Christ. Yet though Jesus Christ 

was somehow considered the beginning and center of this creed, the man himself, 

even in the Christian world, is only a component of Christianity; he was not its 

"founder" and through him alone it would not have come into being in any manner. 

The reality of the man was overlaid by ideas that were totally alien to the man himself, 

or to his emotional spiritual beliefs--only a tiny vestige of his own reality has remained 

in the "let's pretend world" of the Biblical society. This is why I chuckle at the very 

prospects of "appearing" as some of you demand--to prove myself. Who would 

recognize of me?  

Would Dharma be enough to prove a thing? I doubt it greatly, since most ones 

pronounce her insane at best. Well, I can promise you of my beloved few--you WILL 

recognize ME when I arrive this time! Will I be angel? How about a bird? Might I be a 

space-man? How about a cow? You of mine, shall know me and there shall be no 

mistaking my presence. So be it. 

One labeled "Jesus" the Christ, is somehow the beginning and center of this creed, 

though the man, himself, would not recognize that which is said of him. That poor 

Man's influence can be summarized along a couple of separate lines: He was 

transformed from the Man into the Christ, the Son of God, from a human reality to an 

object of faith and secondly, the Man himself was taken as a model for behavior. 

His disciples took a first step when they began to believe not only in his message but 

also in him. Subsequently, they came to believe in him as the Messiah, as the Son of 

God, then, as God Himself. With this the human reality became irrelevant, except for 

two points: that he had actually lived the human flesh and that he had been crucified. 

It is characteristic that in the Credo the human reality of the "man" disappears. Its 

second article is a profession of faith in "God's only begotten Son", our Lord, conceived 

of the Holy Ghost and born of the Virgin Mary. After this transcendent introduction 

nothing is said of that man's life except that he somehow suffered under Pontius 

Pilate, that he was crucified, died, and was buried. After that, you return to the 

transcendent: he descends to hell, rises from the dead on the third day, ascends to 

heaven, sits at God's right hand, whence he will come again to judge the living and the 

dead. YOU WOULDN'T ALLOW YOUR DAUGHTER, HOPEFULLY, TO GO ON A 

DATE WITH ONE YOU KNOW SO LITTLE OF, WOULD YOU? AND YET, YOU 

BASE YOUR ETERNAL AND INFINITE EXPERIENCE ON THE LIE! 
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WHAT OF THE CONSEQUENCE? 

All that matters is that God was in the world and was crucified? The historical reality 

is somehow irrelevant for faith. The study of the New Testament is superfluous for 

faith, and moreover, quite disturbing. For faith is not based on a historical reality that 

can be ascertained by critical investigation. Even the faith of his contemporaries, who 

was the man in the flesh, who knew his life, his gestures, actions, words, WAS NOT A 

PRODUCT OF THE REALITY. 

This belief in the "Christ" was not inaugurated by ME, the one Saul labeled Jesus, nor 

Esu nor Emmanuel, but sprang up after the passing of the man himself. I say "passing" 

for you are going to have to amend your thinking in another manner--I was not killed 

on a cross. I survived and lived out my days away from the accursed and so-called 

Holy Lands. Did I sacrifice myself on a cross in any event? Of course not--it took seven 

or eight men to bind me while THEY EFFORTED TO MURDER MY PHYSICAL 

BEING. 

Let us, herein, simply look again at that which the historian says regarding the aspects 

of the experience as to influence: 

....The first step was belief in the resurrection, based on the visions of Mary Magdalene 

and several of the apostles. Next, the shameful death on the cross was transformed 

into an act of sacrifice. Finally, with the outpouring of the Holy Ghost, the meaning of 

the company of believers was actualized and became the Church. The Gospel 

narrative of the Last Supper became the basis of a cult. The sacrament of the Last 

Supper was the end of a development; had Jesus established it, it would necessarily 

have been the beginning. "Jesus did not make himself into a sacrament". 

The articles of faith: Christ's sacrificial death; the redemption of all believers through 

his death, wherein Christ took their sins upon himself; justification by faith; Christ as 

the second Person in the Trinity; Christ as Logos (world reason), participating in the 

creation of the world and guiding the people of "Israel" through the desert; the Church 

as Christ's corpus mysticum; Christ as the second Adam, historical beginning of a new 

mankind; all these tenets and many more that mark the rich history of Christian 

dogma have nothing to do with Jesus. Christ was a new reality that was to produce 

the most overwhelming effects in history. 

Without the churches, Christianity could not have developed through the centuries. If 

Jesus kept a place amid the innumerable motifs that entered into this development, it 

was thanks to the canon of the Christian Scriptures. While even so early a Christian 

as Paul had no interest in Jesus the man, the Gospels remained a part of the New 

Testament. The Christian canon, including the books of the Old Testament, is so rich 

in contradictory themes that there is no justification for trying to find anywhere in it 
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the key to the Gospel, to the message of Jesus, to the Biblical religion. Even Jesus is not 

the key, but it was his reality that gave the impetus wherever the idea of the imitation 

of Jesus has arisen. 

Here and there, men have taken a radical view of "imitation". They have tried to put 

the Sermon on the Mount into practice by turning the other cheek, to follow Jesus' 

instructions to the apostles by wandering in poverty, to follow the Passion by 

provoking their own ruin in the world, in short, to achieve the truth of martyrdom by 

actively imitating Jesus' most extreme actions and sayings. 

Or else, the imitation of Jesus has been interpreted as the transfiguration of the 

suffering that comes to us unsummoned, in the course of events. The Passion of Jesus 

becomes a model, teaching us to bear the most unjust and inexplicable suffering, not 

to despair when we are forsaken, to find God, the last and only foothold, at that 

source of all things, to bear our cross with patience. For all suffering is sanctified 

through Jesus. 

The imitation of Jesus takes on still another meaning when his ethical imperatives are 

taken as a norm, when purity and love are seen as God's will. This attitude compels 

knowledge: even at best we experience our ethical inadequacy. 

But an orientation by Jesus is possible without imitation. For Jesus gave the example 

of a life whose meaning was not nullified by failure in the world, but enhanced, not to 

be sure as an unequivocal directive but as a manifest possibility. He showed how a 

man could becoming free from the fear inherent in life by taking his cross upon 

himself. His message teaches men to keep their eyes open for absolute evil in the 

world and forbids complacency; it reminds men of the existence of a higher authority. 

The absurdities in his words and actions can exert a liberating effect. 

Many men in the world of Biblical religion have managed to discern Jesus through all 

the successive layers of tradition. In his actions and words he spoke as himself. 

Because of his radicalism, which has never ceased to be meaningful, the contemplation 

of Jesus the man has always been a source of inspiration. He has remained a powerful 

force in opposition to the Christianity that made him into its foundation, the 

dynamite which has threatened so often to shatter the congealed, worldly Christianity 

of the churches. He is invoked by the heretics who take their radicalism seriously. 

Enormous intellectual efforts have been made to confine the contradictory flow of this 

man's life and thought in a systematic whole. In their drive toward worldly order, the 

churches have tried, often with considerable success, to muffle his explosive power, to 

limit and direct the flame. But from time to time it has broken loose, bringing new 

hopes and fears of the catastrophe that would usher in the Kingdom of Heaven. 
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This origin has created peculiar difficulties for Church dogma and policy, and these 

never-resolved difficulties in turn have been responsible for the lack of clarity, but also 

for the vitality and wonderful truthfulness of Christianity. 

The difficulty began when the world failed to end. In the new situation, thought and 

action had to be revised. In practice, the place of the expected kingdom was taken by 

the Church. Jesus, the herald of the end, became the institutor of the sacrament. But 

once the kingdom of God that would end history was drawn into history, its whole 

character inevitably changed. The application of a message springing from the most 

extreme of situations to the tasks of this world, to the shaping of existence, the 

promotion of knowledge, art, letters, gave rise to the insoluble antinomies that mark 

any discussion of "Christianity and Culture". Rebels and dogmatists have formed 

equally rigid and narrow conceptions of Jesus, the man and his teaching. The rebels' 

interests lead them to seek grounds on which to deny everything in the world, as 

justification for their destructive drive for power. The advocates of Church dogma are 

led by their interests to moderate what is explosive and extreme by finding a place for 

it within the eternal, unchanging truth of Christianity. Thus they cannot acknowledge 

that the failure of the world to end produced a revision of Christian thinking. 

In regard to the historic knowledge of Jesus, orthodox faith may favor a radical 

skepticism which makes it possible to fill in the empty space where the historic 

reality has been, with a life of Christ based solely on faith and immune to historical 

criticism because it is not empirical but transcendent. Or, on the contrary, it may 

recognize the whole Gospel narrative as a historic reality to be believed without 

critical investigation. In the first case, historical knowledge is quite logically eschewed 

as irrelevant to faith. In the second, critical investigation is limited to secondary 

matters, for it is not permitted to alter so much as a jot in the revealed, absolutely 

certain empirical reality of the Biblical accounts. 

The historic reality of Jesus, the man, which is so extremely important for us in the 

history of philosophy, is without interest to the doctors of the faith, either among the 

rebels or the orthodox believers. 

Perhaps it might be advantageous to reread this last portion quite a few times and 

then allow it to digest. 

When you, as Man, can separate that which is lie from that which is Reason and 

Truth, only then can you begin to come into the wondrous realms of that which is 

God and further your understanding of how and what IS this wondrous Creation in 

which you find yourself experiencing. 

You see, you can now put aside your hate and mongering against Khazars and anti-

Jesus assaults, etc. If you come into understanding and KNOWING OF GOD YOU 
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HAVE IT ALL! Physical Man has set up the scheme to suit his own needs in the 

attainment of power over other Men-for he cannot gain power over that which he 

desires--GOD AND/OR NATURE CREATION. He can destroy and tear away at the 

fragments of both--but he cannot even begin to touch the being of God nor of the 

Creation in balance and total order. He can only wreack havoc among the ones and 

spaces of his intimate little tiny segment of experience. 

IF YOU HAVE GOD-YOU HAVE POWER AND THAT, DEAR ONES, IS SIMPLY 

ALL THERE IS TO IT' ---FORGET THE TRAPPINGS, THE RITUALS, THE 

FOOLISHNESS--AND THE FEAR BROUGHT THROUGH THE LIES. IF YOU 

HAVE GOD--YOU HAVE POWER ABOVE ALL. AS LONG AS YOU BEAR THE 

LIGHT IN YOUR PRESENCE--NOTHING THAT STANDS AGAINST GOD CAN 

ENDURE---NOTHING. THINGS DO NOT HAVE TO END AS YOU PERCEIVE 

THEM-- IS IT NOT TIME TO WAKE UP? 

Let us close this segment for it is quite a heavy load to drag until it can be sorted. 

Blessings upon ye ones who come into Truth. Saalome' 

I AM 

 

SO WHAT CAN YOU DO ABOUT IT? 

Demand that people who confront you, give you their definition of words, terms and 

phrases. If you carelessly acquiesce to meaning "changes" in the war of words scattered 

at you from the "Bible" then you will remain a totally "thought-controlled" person and 

people. 

People are continually controlled by introduced "thoughts". Since words are what 

conjure meaning and bear definitions, in physical form, they become manipulative 

tools for controlling thoughts in massive manner and thereby change the way people 

think about certain things. To accomplish this, the controller need only to change the 

MEANINGS of important words to fit their particular religious and/or political view, 

and invent NEW EMOTIONALLY-CHARGED TERMS to keep you confused and 

ignorant. 

Eventually, all important words said by anyone will automatically convey the 

controllers' biased political/religious view and he will not even know difference. At 

this point it will become increasingly difficult for the opposition to construct an 

effective opposing argument because the words being used have been so effectively 

changed, defused, and/or made unpopular. 

I can only urge you to bear these things in mind as we move along here for it is the 

foundation upon which the lie is based and there can be no truth found in the 
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confusion of the lie--and when the confusion becomes too great for response--you are 

told to "accept it on faith". BS! DO NOT TAKE SUCH STUPID ADVICE--THIS IS 

YOUR SOUL DESTINY AT STAKE HEREIN AND IT IS TIME YOU TAKE YOUR 

DESTINY BACK INTO YOUR OWN HANDS FOR YOU ARE BEING SOLD A BILL 

OF GOODS AT THE END OF A PRIMROSE PATH. 

Aton/Hatonn 

 

TERMINOLOGY 

MIND CONTROL/FACTUAL DEFINITIONS. 

CM: = CONTROLLED MEANING. 

TM: = TRUE MEANING 

We will only handle a dozen or so falsely used terms so as not to overload and will add 

to the dictionary as we move along and find it necessary. 

1. CHURCH 

CM: A building or organization used by Christians (predominantly, so as not be 

confused with synagogue or temple) to meet together regularly to sing, pray and 

worship according to denominational doctrines. 

TM: The English word "Church," the Scottish work "Kirk" and the German word 

"Kirche" all originate from the Greek word "KURIOKOS" which means pertaining to 

the THE LORD. 

The "Judeo-Christian" (oh pain and agony on us all) use of this word carries with it an 

enigma that defies all logic and reason. The English Bible translators substituted the 

word "church" KURIOKOS for the Greek word "ECCLESIA". 

2. ECCLESIA 

A Christian ECCLESIA is "A CALLED (convoked) CIVIL BODY": a local Christian 

assembly of elders (Christian Civil Government). The word "church" should not even 

appear in the English New Testament. It is a mistranslation. "KUROIOKOS" is not 

"ECCLESIA"! The words are totally different; the institutions are different. No where 

in the Bible do you find a kuriokos. There is only "the called-out (elect)" ecclesia 

which unfortunately was mistranslated into "church", transforming it (in English ) 

from Christian government to superstitious and ritualistic Baal Worship. 

Encyclopedia Britannica, Ninth Edition (1989): 
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"In the New Testament, ecclesia, signifying 'convocation', is the only single word used 

(translated) for 'church'. It was the name given to the governmental assembly of the 

citizens of ATHENS (NOW GREECE), duly convoked (called out) by proper officers, 

and possessing all political power, including even juridical functions". 

Let us discuss each of these terms in context of examples, please. Jesus the Christ 

NEVER established a church on earth. Neither did he in "latter" days nor in "former" 

days. "Churches are man-made organizations that are, in most cases, creations of the 

"State" laws of incorporation or non-taxable organizations. There are no exceptions I 

can think of off hand. By following the State rules the President or minister or 

whoever falls under the official laws of the State and ceases to follow the total 

instructions of Jesus Christ or God Divine. 

During Jesus' mortal experience he directed his Apostles to establish ecclesias, not 

churches, among the Israelite people (israel: a people chosen by God and this does not 

mean even Judean nor Palestinian. It is a description, not the name of a state). He 

commissioned them to preach the good news of the Reign (influence) of Christ (ideal 

type of humanity through right actions, thoughts and deeds). That does not say Jesus 

or Yeahoo--it says: preach the good news of the influence of the teacher giving forth 

the ideal type of instructions to humanity! Neither does it say to go forth and give your 

opinion as to what you desire to believe but project that which was given forth by the 

Christed teacher (messiah) messenger. ANY TRUE PROPHET OF GOD--knows this 

and would not sway the meaning nor mistranslate the words chosen for the "modern" 

translations of truth--GOD DOES NOT MAKE ERRORS IN PROJECTIONS OF 

DIRECT PROPHETIC DIALOGUE. ESPECIALLY WHEN GIVING FORTH 

"ORIGINAL" PROJECTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS--A GOOD CLUE AS TO 

WHERE "YOUR" FAVORITE PREACHER OR PROPHET MIGHT BE 

CATEGORIZED. 

3. SATAN 

CM: The Arch-Fallen Angel. An evil being so powerful as to rival God himself. 

Originally he was "perfect" in every way, but his pride led him to organize a heavenly 

insurrection among the angels in which one-third of "the heavenly host" revolted 

against God. God managed to retain his throne, and the rebels were banned from 

heaven and sent to earth. Earth, a lesser dominion than Heaven, became the kingdom 

of Satan--"the god of this world". He is the cause of all evil upon the earth, leads men 

astray and causes them to sin against God. 

TM: ANY adversary or opponent! God was a "satan" (adversary) to King David at one 

point (compare second Sam. 24:1 and first Chron. 21:1). If the English translators had 

been consistent, Bible readers would have known that an angel of the Lord was "a 

satan" (adversary) to Balaam (Nu. 22:22). In first Sam. 29:4, Philistines called a 
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Hebrew a "satan" (adversary). The sons of Zeruiah were "satans" (adversaries) to 

David in second Sam 19:22. David wrote about other "satans" in first Kings 5:4, 11:14, 23 

& 25; Ps 38:20, 71:13, 109:4, 20, 29. In these scriptures, "adversary" is the same Hebrew 

word that is translated "Satan" in other passages. 

The super "fallen angel" (Satan) of the churches is an impossible myth. This "evil god" 

exists only in the minds of victims of religious brainwashing. Human "satans" and 

"devils" walk the earth today, just as in the time of King David. Fear and 

preoccupation with spooks make people unable to see their real enemies. 

This "Hebrew" word was never translated into its English equivalent as it should 

properly have been. The only change the rapists made was to capitalize the first letter, 

thus attempting to turn it into a name and not a definitive "active verb" word. Any true 

prophet of God would not place such a word as Satan in one of the original documents 

for God would not make such a direct error. Further, if the translators had been 

accurate the word would never appear anywhere in any Bible of any denomination. 

The so-called super "fallen angel" (Satan) of the churches is an impossible myth. This 

evil "god" exists only in the minds of people that have fallen victim to religious 

ideologies. Now, I too, have utilized the term from many references for you have 

conjured up something which does exist in your, "REALITY" and therefore, it DOES 

EXIST. It did not, however, exist and was NOT A PORTION OF ANY ORIGINAL 

DOCUMENTED INSTRUCTION OF GOD. If the word appears--it has been given 

new meaning from that originally intended and is a true "EARTH" given word. 

Had that very descriptive word "satan" been correctly translated, the English word 

"adversary" or "opponent" would have been used in all the places where the word 

"satan" appears in the Old Testament, New Testament, Book of Mormon, Doctrine and 

Covenants, Talmud and all inclusive of all "so-called" Holy Books of instruction. I am 

forced to use the terms you utilize in my outlaying of the truth from the lies for you 

have no other background against which to find relativity and definition. 

4. DEVIL 

CM: Here is a dandy one: Synonymous with "Satan". The supernatural arch-demon 

who fell from heaven and now, with his legions of demons, reigns over the earth. God's 

arch-enemy who spoils God's plans for mankind and destroys people by his power 

over them. 

It is assumed that Man does not have the ability to resist "The Devil". Therefore, you 

are somehow helpless against his nasty old power--except when God chooses, 

periodically, to help you fight him. Mankind is generally under the control of this 

supernatural "spirit-being" who is immortal, omnipresent, and apparently a rival to 

God Himself. 
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Let us look at the BIBLICAL MEANING: 

In the Old Testament this word is found four times--only in the plural (devils), Twice 

from the Hebrew word "shade", and twice from "saweer". 

1. SHADE: One who rises up against you (with insolence). 

2. SAWEER: A he-goat (related to mythological "satyr"--half man, half goat). 

Neither of these definitions from the Old Testament indicate anything 'supernatural 

or angelic. "Shade" simply means someone (anyone) who wants to hurt you. "Saweer" 

is a reference to a goat-type idol of the pagans. 

The New Testament Greek "devil" is "DIABOLOS": One who "thrusts through" (as 

with a sword)--no indication of supernatural power. 

(DIA--through, and BOLOS--to thrust.) 

A "diabolos" (a devil) is something, or someone, who intends to hurt or destroy you. A 

"devil" can be a person, a group, or an organization that seeks your demise. To find a 

supernatural "devil" in the Scriptures, he must be read in by prejudice and 

presupposition on the part of translators and readers. 

Therefore, the words "devil" and "Lucifer" are two words the "church" uses falsely and 

synonymously with "Satan". Neither of the Hebrew words translated devils indicate 

anything supernatural or angelic. 

In the New Testament the Greek word "diabolos" was translated "devil". Diabolos 

simply means one who thrusts through (as with a sword). No indication here that you 

have a supernatural spirit-being. Here again, beloved ones, no true prophet of God 

would misuse the word "devil" in the way it's used in the Holy Bibles or any "directly 

given Scriptures" from God on High. I care not what the "church" or "denomination" 

calls itself. Certainly all are incorrect but translated from the Judeo-Christian in the 

King James Bible was totally wrong as we shall see in a minute because Judeo-

Christian has no meaning as such--these are two mutually exclusive terms and 

NEVER the twain can meet for they are in opposition one to the other. 

The word "Lucifer" as a proper name is simply not found in the Hebrew or Greek 

Bibles. That probably shocks a lot of you nice people, since everyone assumes it is, but 

the fact remains it's not. 

The Hebrew word translated "Lucifer" in the King James Bible is "heylel" which means 

"brightness". 

The New World translation uses "shining one", another translation uses "shining star 

and the Revised Version uses "day star" for the Hebrew word "heylel". I further suggest 
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that probably in Lakota Sioux the term heyoka (a sacred clown) would also fit in 

there somewhere. 

Lucifer, meaning "light-bringer" is a name given to the planet Venus when it appears 

above the eastern horizon before sunrise. Venus being now a quite "dead" and 

ungracious-to-life planet is possibly quite suitably dubbed Lucifer. It is also a term 

stolen by the dark brotherhood of energy projections that Lucifer and Satan refer to 

themselves as the Prince of Light--and befitting their vow to lie, cheat, steal and 

corrupt--it sounds better than the Prince of Darkness which is the correct term for the 

energy forms inhabiting the humans bearing these energies. 

Next, let us look into: 

 

JUDEO-CHRISTIANITY: 

5. JUDEO-CHRISTIAN 

CM: The religion of Jesus which branched out of Judaism at the time of the early 

church. Both Christianity and Judaism have the same origins and the same God. (Oh, 

God forbid!) 

TM: A religion created for the purpose of destroying Christianity by watering down 

Christian ideals and neutralizing Christians. Also, designed to promote and protect 

Jews and Judaism in the Zionist sense of the definition of those misused and created 

terms. 

Note: "Judeo-Christianity" is an oxymoron: (a moron dumb as an ox)? No--a word 

combination of two directly opposite things or ideas which are mutually exclusive as I 

just stated, thus defying all reason and logic). Thus you can be sure anyone, any 

evangelist, any preacher, any monk, Saraswatti or other informed human being using 

the term as a true term--is not projecting God but rather, ignorance at best, intended 

deceit at worst, upon your tender ears and/or eyes. 

6. HEAVEN 

MYTHOLOGICAL DEFINITION: A literal place somewhere in outer space where 

good people go to live when they are dead. The location where Jesus lives until He can 

return to Earth and rapture a select few people to take back to heaven from 

somewhere on fluffy clouds. A city is there which has gates literally made of huge one-

piece pearls, streets of transparent gold and walls of sapphires, emeralds, topaz, jasper 

and other precious stones. The devil came from there, got kicked out (which he did), 

but he cannot go back (which he ' can't)--nor can anyone in the service thereof. 
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CORRECT DEFINITION: Usually plural ("heavens") in the Greek, meaning "high 

places"--in terms of: 1. Elevation, or 2. Power and authority (jurisdiction). In the 

Biblical sense it is usually "God's government" (the highest authority); government 

under Jesus whose purity and righteousness is symbolized by pure and precious 

stones. 

This term is so tossed around by all the denominations of self-appointed 'churches" as 

to nauseate quite thoroughly. It designates a physical place somewhere "out there" in 

the outer limits. This is such a false teaching as to even go beyond nausea and into 

anger. The word "heaven" actually means "high level" as in power and authority 

(jurisdiction). In that good old King James version of the Bible, the word "heaven" 

usually refers to God's position of power: His government. In other words, the highest 

place of rule. No place in the King James Bible does it refer to "heaven" as a physical 

place the good people ascend to or inhabit after they die. 

7. HOLY SPIRIT 

CM: A person or personage of God; either a third person in the Trinity or a third god 

in a council or godhead. This person is separate from the Father and the Son and has 

separate and different functions to perform in a believer. In some cases this "third 

person" can "possess" an individual so that he or she supposedly has no control over 

actions or words. Sometimes referred to as the "Holy Ghost". 

This one gets us into all sorts of trouble for now even we of Cosmic brotherhood have 

to explain our use of the triangle points (vortices and interconnectors) of the triangle 

which we refer to as the "triune" of total connection enclosing the infinite circle of 

sacred beingness--without beginning and without ending but inclusive of all that IS! 

In our Command our symbol includes the Phoenix for it is representative of the 

infinite beginning again (rebirthing) from that of the old ashes of that which WAS. 

Further it represents the connection of the "winged" or Cosmic brotherhood coming 

(or sent) forth at this time of renewal and transition in preparation for the coming of 

the "Greater". 

TM: Holy Spirit is not a separate person or separate "god". The English word 'spirit" is 

translated from the Hebrew Old Testament word "RUWACH" (roo'akh) and from the 

Greek New Scriptures, the word is "PNEUMA" (panyew'mah). In both cases the 

words literally mean "AIR IN MOTION" (and in this wondrous day and age--usually 

"hot air" in a lot of forced motions from between the lips in the lower hole in the face). 

Spirit is a desire; a feeling or disposition which compels us to move or act. Holy Spirit 

is God's wondrous and beautiful motivation in your/our lives and experiences to do 

"His Will" and obey "Him" according to His laws and those of The Creation. The word 

"ghost" (Holy Ghost as often used instead of Holy Spirit) comes from the German 
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word "geist", and means a disembodied spirit of a dead person (another myth). It has 

no appropriate application or association in any manner whatsoever to Scripture. 

This term represents a power; motivation--not some person or singular third party in 

a triune triangle. It is, however, common for the term to be mistranslated from the 

Hebrew and Greek words for "Spirit" as Ghost. But most of the time it was translated 

correctly as "spirit". The word "ghost" comes from "geist" as I said: an old German 

word--etc. 

8. GENTILE 

CM: Anyone who is not a Jew, and thus a potential "anti-Semite". 

TM: From the Latin word "gentilis", meaning "of the same gens, clan or race". In the 

Bible, the word "gentile" is a mistranslation of the Old Testament Hebrew word "goy", 

and the Greek New Testament words "ethnos"--both meaning "NATION OR 

PEOPLE" (ANY nation or people) and should have been translated as such. It does not 

mean "non-Jewish"! BUT--YOU BETTER WATCH OUT BECAUSE IN THE 

"PROTOCOLS OF THE ZIONIST ELDERS OF WISDOM--IT MEANS ANYONE 

NOT A "ZIONIST JEW". A modern version and mistranslation to be sure--but a 

deadly definition, at any rate. 

You can, however, always tell a FALSE prophet by his/her use of this term. This term 

would not have been in any of the books for it is a mistranslation of the Old Testament 

Hebrew word "goy". In the New Testament, it comes from the Greek word "ethnos". 

Both of these words as I said, mean "nation" or "people", (any nation or people) and 

should have been translated as such--any way you cut it, it DID NOT COME DOWN 

AS A WORD DIRECTLY FROM GOD ON HIGH--IN THE HEAVENS! It does NOT 

mean "non-Jewish" as we have to utilize the word for clarity but most churches misuse 

the term and never realize they have incorrectly spread false teachings. This is a new 

"media" word to further disinform you. It was planted in the Bible to get a very specific 

response in this day, my friends. 

9. DOCTRINE 

CM: Non-essential beliefs, personal eccentricities and inflexible tenets which create 

differences between churches and destroy fellowship and unity. 

TM: Doctrine is a teaching; a principle; a studied conclusion or position. Sometimes 

called "dogma" (German for "doctrine"). 

II Timothy 3:16 says that Scripture is doctrine. Isaiah 29:24 says that the people who 

are in error will be able to understand the truth when they learn "doctrine". 
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There are NO "non-essential" truths! NONE are expendable! None can be discarded or 

ignored! Truth stated as a principle is doctrine. 

Without doctrine it is impossible to teach or arrive at an opinion. Discernment, 

judgment and correction would be impossible. 

"Judeo-Christians" sometimes display an "anti-doctrine" attitude: a symptom of 

ignorance and total confusion. Some claim to have a position "against" doctrine (which 

is doctrine in itself), or one of neutrality concerning it. This is utter nonsense! Such a 

position, itself, as I just stated, is a most "absolute" form of projecting "doctrine". An 

anti-doctrine position exposes an ulterior antipathy for learning and wisdom. 

When a person learns true doctrine and then considers it non-essential and chooses to 

set it aside, he contracts chronic spiritual blindness of the worst kind. (Try 2 Thess. 

2:10-12). 

Unfortunately by misuse of the words, the word "soul" and "immortal soul" get lumped 

into the chaos of the lies. As used mostly, "immortal soul" is pure heresy. The Hebrew 

and Greek words translated "soul" in many places in the English Bibles, were correctly 

translated "life" in many other places. Not too many years ago, friends (in your 

counting), it was not uncommon to say or read that "so many 'souls' were lost at sea", 

naturally, meaning so many "lives" were lost. Therefore, you assume that the soul is 

always IMMORTAL AND NEVER CAN NOR WILL DIE! WRONG AGAIN! There is 

a portion of each manifestation which is "soul"; it is the portion of God-self within and 

therefore will be immortal--UNLESS--the entity remains in a state of intentional "sin" 

and then, dear ones, that good old Book tells you that "...the soul that sinneth, it shall 

die". Ez 18:4. Oops! a bit hard to swallow??? 

The point of this dissertation is to allow you ones to look squarely at the truth of it--

there is no magic blood-sipping in memory, of or flesh-eating in memory of--for it does 

not commemorate memory of anything a Christed teacher said or did--for Jesus, as 

you called him--BROKE BREAD AT THE TABLE AND SAID: EAT THIS IN 

COMMEMORATION OF ME AND POURED WINE AND SAID, DRINK THIS IN 

COMMEMORATION OF ME. HE NEVER SAID DRINK MY BLOOD AND EAT MY 

FLESH IN COMMEMORATION OF ANYTHING--THAT IS AN EVIL, "SATANIC" 

PRACTICE TO CAUSE YOU TO ACT IN BEHALF OF THE ADVERSARY. 

I further tell you that ANY person going through any place of teaching in preparation 

to minister unto "God's lambs" SHOULD KNOW THESE THINGS--THEREFORE, 

THE OBVIOUS FACTS ARE THAT IT IS INTENDED THAT NONE OF YOU COME 

INTO THE TRUTH OF THESE FACTS. 
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10. JEW 

CM: AN ISRAELITE. THE SEED OF ABRAHAM. THE CHOSEN PEOPLE OF THE 

BIBLE. JEWS ARE PERPETUALLY PERSECUTED BY ALL OTHER PEOPLE ON 

EARTH. SOMEONE WHO PRACTICES THE RELIGION OF THE OLD 

TESTAMENT, WHICH IS CALLED JUDAISM. GOD JUDGES THE NATIONS 

PRIMARILY BY MEASURING EACH NATION'S RELATIONSHIP WITH THE 

JEWS. GOD BLESSES THE NATIONS WHICH SUPPORT THE JEWS, BUT HE 

CURSES THE NATIONS WHICH DO NOT SUPPORT THE JEWS. THE 

CHRISTIAN FAITH OWES ITS EXISTENCE TO THE JEWISH CULTURE FROM 

WHENCE IT WAS SPAWNED. (WHAT ROT)! 

INTENT: To bribe and prejudice Bible-ignorant "JUDEO-CHRISTIANS" into 

passively granting the Jews a carte-blanche to do anything they please with total 

impunity--and to get you to hop in there and help them. 

TM: The word "Jew" did not appear in actual use until over 1000 years after the 

crucifixion of one called Jesus. It means someone who adheres to the religion of 

Judaism (modern Pharisaism according to the Talmud), or in some way considers 

himself (self-claimed, so-called) a part of "Jewish culture". For the modern "Jew" it has 

ABSOLUTELY NO RACIAL SIGNIFICANCE. "Jews" are some of the most racially 

mixed people on earth due to their multinational history, their practice of interracial 

marriages, as well as their contemporary international bias. Down through the ages, 

they have moved from nation to nation as they were rejected (due to their immoral 

religion) by every land they have inhabited. Over 90% of "Jews" today are descended 

from the ancient Khazars--a racially non-Semitic bunch of anti-Semites in the true 

sense of definition as I have pointed out to you as regarded the passage of Canaan, etc. 

These non-Semitic people were from East Europe. It is estimated by your own 

historian's counting that, of those who claim to be "Jews", less than 5 percent have 

even the slightest claim to the blood line of Abraham. 

In your English translations of the Bible, the word "Jew" was incorrectly used to 

REPLACE: 

1. "JUDAHITE" in the Old Scriptures, which referred to someone from the tribe of 

Judah, or a citizen of the land of Judah, and 

2. "JUDEAN" in the New Scriptures which meant a resident of Judea, or a follower of 

the corrupted Babylonian religion of that area. 

Since, then, there were NO "Jews" nor "Jewish religion" at the time of the writing of 

the Scriptures, these names should never have appeared in the English translations, 

nor in the Books of any Doctrine of any "church". The word "Jew" or "Jewish" did not 

exist as words nor appear in actual use until over 1000 years AFTER THE 
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RESURRECTION of JESUS. In ALL cases the word "Jew" was incorrectly used in your 

English translations of ALL of the Bibles to replace the true word "Judahite" in the Old 

Scriptures and "Judean" in the New Scriptures. No true Prophet of God would even 

accidently utilize these terms for any text DIRECTLY GIVEN FROM GOD. The 

terms are most ignorantly utilized and in ALL instances of use indicate either false 

writings or changes at the hands of "translators". There can be no other "divine" reason. 

This goes for any "church" anywhere. 

Now you might begin to see just why "YOUR PREACHER" of your typical 

"DOCTRINED CHURCH" who tells you what to do and what is right or wrong and 

decides your fate for you--JUST MIGHT NOT WISH YOU TO READ THE PHOENIX 

JOURNALS OR EXPRESSES WHERE YOU MIGHT FIND OUT THE TRUTH IN 

WHAT I HAVE JUST OUTLAID TO YOU. 

11. ANTI-SEMITISM 

CM: A disparaging or antagonistic attitude, or hostile act toward a Jewish person, 

Jewish organization or the religion of Judaism. 

COVERT INTENT: Used to disarm, intimidate and confuse Christians and others into 

submission to Jews at the expense and eventual destruction of Christianity and all 

other belief systems based on anything other than the Zionist Talmud. 

ACTUAL MEANING: Opposition toward people of Semitic (Shemitic) origin-- 

WHICH BY FACT INDICATES ANTAGONISM AND HOSTILITY ON THE PART 

OF THE "JEWS" TOWARD THE GOD-REVERING PEOPLE. Note: Most people who 

call themselves Jews are NOT Semitic in origin (Descendents of Shem), but are in fact, 

come from the lineage of Cain and birthed through the Curse of Canaan moving 

forward as Phoenicians, Venusians, Pharisees and Khazars into imitation "Jews". 

Shemitism (Semitism) has nothing to do with Jews, Jewish organization or Judaism--

JUST FOR YOUR INFORMATION. 

12. DIASPORA 

TM: The dispersion of the "Jews" among the Gentiles after the Babylonian captivity. 

(From Funk & Wagnalls Standard Desk dictionary). 

13. THE HEGELIAN PRINCIPLE: 

Revolutionaries in government have created economic chaos, shortages in food and 

fuel, confiscatory taxation, a crisis in education, the threat of war, and other 

diversions to condition Americans for "The New World Order". 
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The technique is as old as politics itself. It is the Hegelian principle of bringing about 

change in a three-step process: Thesis, Antithesis and Synthesis (yes, I just recently 

gave you long writings about these things). 

Here again: 

1. Thesis is to create a problem. The second step, 2. antithesis is to generate opposition 

to the problem (fear, panic, hysteria), and, 3. synthesis is to offer the predetermined 

solution to the problem created in step one--change which would have been 

impossible to impose on the people without the proper psychological conditioning 

achieved in stages one and two [This might well be a number two definition of the 

circle of infinity]. 

Applying the Hegelian principle, and irresistible financial influence, concealed 

mattoids seek to dismantle social and political structures by which free men govern 

themselves--ancient landmarks erected at great cost in blood and treasure. 

Their objective is to emasculate sovereign states, merge nations under universal 

government, centralize economic powers, and control the world's people and 

resources. 

14. HUMBUG: (as in bah-humbug) 

1. Something designed to deceive and mislead 

2. An attitude or spirit of pretense and deception. 

Humbug v: DECEIVE, HOAX vi: to engage in a hoax or deception. 
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